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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have .Witnessed many profound changes in

American culture; changes which, either directJ.¥ or indirectJ.¥, have
· had considerable impact upon the schools

and the teaching-learning pr_ocess.

These changes have been brought about by what is sometimes referred

to as the population explosion, the knowledge explosion, the scientific

and technology explosion, and t�e communications revolution.

ObviousJ.¥ the knowledge explosion and the communications

revolution have had tho greatest import for the schools.

All know-

ledge, for example, hae doubled in the past decade; tar m�re than can
..

.

be disenuninated by traditional methods ot instruction.

The cooununi-

,

·

'

cations revolution has called attention once more, bu� this time with
great torc·e · and impact, to the role ·that various .audicrvisual devices
can play

1:n

the teaching-learning process.

Americans give at least
communication.

tour

·

It is estimated that

or five hours a day to such forms of

The effect that out-of-school experiences and mass-

media forms of communication have on the student must be re�ognized ·.
in the teaching-learning process.

(18,

P•

l)

Still, while it may be obvious what the corrmunications
revolution implies, and despite that a rather conclusive body of
research literature pointing to the value or the audicrvisual method
or instruction has been published over the past rort7 years, teachers

. 1

•

2
today are reluctant. to use the yarious devices and instructional

materials available to them.
W. Brown

in

his

A-V

(53, p. 158)

On

INSTRUCTION, MATERIALS

AND

the other hand, James
MEI'HODS states its

it should be evident that nothing is to be gained by ignoring the
implications of the convnunications revolution, particularly that. now
it is so RrUch a part or one's daily life.

In

other words, the schools

should capitalize on the new methods of mass c ommunication and use

them in various ways as a part of teaching and learning. ·(18, p.:2)
Whether one realizes it or not, the use of "instructional

devices" to "aid" teaching and learning, and communication is as
old as mankind .

Some ot the first �xamples, perhaps, were the

Laseaux Cave paintings which were used as a means .of communicating
ideas much more than mere decoration.

(67, pp. 19-20) Egyptian

paintings and heiroglyphics were used' in a similar way; (24, PP •· 124-

126)

and ,

certain]Jr, beyond its inspirational functions, the Medieval

paintings, sculpture, stained glass, and illuminated manuscripts were

"used" to instruct the faith.tul·who could not .read the basic tenets
ot Christian doctrine;

(67, p, 197)

The great humanist, Erasmus, thought there was a need for
pictures and objects to help clarity verbilization or supplant it all
together.

(29,

P•

58)

However, it remained for Comenius to develop

the first "visualized" text.books, such as his ORBUS PICTUS, a text.book
tor learning Latin.

(60, p. 68)

Then, in the eighteenth century,

Rousseau advocated that the child could be taught by ob�erving �
experiencing tor himself (a great innovation for his ciq).

(57, P• 11)

•

3
A century later, Pestalozzi put that basic concept into
effect.

(51,

PP•

Similarly, Cizek, the first art educator,

358-364)

realized the value of art for instructional purposes, aside from
aesthetic concerns.

(117,

pp.

29-30)

More recent�, Herbert Read in

his EDUCATION THROUGH ART, developed the same idea.

(100)

Probably, what gave the first real impetus to the use or
pictures and other innovations,was

·

the invention of a number of

"revolutionary devices" within the las� hundred years:

the camera,

Fdison's motion picture projector and phonograph, radio, telephone,
television, and the computer.

All of the latter, of course, in the

pa.st few decades have been transformed into highly sophisticated
.

equipment,

and

thereby, have become the "prime mover" behind the

communications revolution that has and is still taking place--becoming

ever more than before an integral

pa.rt

of daily life.

All of the foregoing is nQt intended to build a case for
audio-yisual instruction (the contributions have been well documented),.
,1·but simply to make the reader (teachers and art teachers) aware, once
more, of the continuing
convnunication have

and

and

ever-increasing role that new forms or

should play in the teaching-learning process.

Finally, anticipating the "statement of problem" and "purpose"
of this pa.per, how can the audio-visual method or instruction be used
more effectively in art history, appreciation, and studio courses?:
how can art teachers be made more aware or the

many

Or,

new ways such

devices can be used-that go far beyond the usual traditional slide
lecture presentation

and

the showing or an occasional film.

.
The visual arts are a natural for the aduio-visual method ot·
instruction; so, it seelll8 reasonable that

art

teachers should �e

.

·

4
the most of it--more, perhaps than other teachers are apt to do.
In doing so,
. they will obviously be .. in step" with the communications
revolution, but more than this, they

will

be transforming the teaching-

learning process into something that is e!ticie�t and effective,
memorable and enriched, and, above all, an aesthetic experience.·

Ii

I

I

·-.
I

I

.
.

....... ....

•

CHAPTm

II

SURVEI OF UTmATURE AND

RESEARCH

Much has been written about the communications revolution
and its particular implications for the teaching-learning process

and

its e:ffect on teachers

and

students.

Obviously, since art is

.. <

also a part of the teaching-learning process, the same implications,
likewise, apply.
.

·

An article which appeared

�

the St. Louis Post Dispatch

is appropriate to convnent on first, since it "sets the tone" tor
this

and

sub'sequent chapters.

According to this article, a society

that is rapidly moving into the age of highly sophisticated communi
cations systems, computers,
longer be retarded

and c�mmunication

satellites can no

by an educational system and its traditional

teaching-learning process which in essence is limping along at the
blackboard-textbook stage.

In

(125)

respect to the textbook, Marshall McLuhan states that the

book is now obsolete, !or "we live in t.he age ot circuitry."
McLuhan, or course, is referring to the computer

and

(81)

its visual

term�ls, television receivers, various audio-visual devices,

and

convnunication satellites which will eventually replace the book, news
papers, . and magazines.

will

It might be envisioned that the daily newspaper

be "tuned in"· trom intormation satellites circling the globe.

5

•

6
Meanwhile, th�t visionary prospect is still to, be realized.
John W. Gardner, the former Secretary or Health, '.fducation, and Welfare,
strongly urged the "judicious" use or video tapes, various audi�isual
devices, different for�s or programmed instruction, and computer
assisted instruction.

·-

(125)

..
::

Edgar Dale makes a similar plea in a negative ways

While

American Education has entered an era or the beginning·or a communications
revolution, it exists only as potenti.8.1,

and not

in fact.

The demands

for improved education have not been matched with a modern technology
or communication.

(30, P• 610):

This quote from Dale indicates what

is implied:
We have neglected to bring whole segments of our population
(teachers and students) into close touch with the knowledge, skills,
values, and abilities needed in a complex world; hence, the importance
or the continuing development of new materials and new modes of
instruction.
Unfortlll'lately, as James Dr Finn of the University of Southern
California, has pointed out:
education as a sector of national
life, has, for the most part, been cut off from the technological
advances enjoyed by industry, business, military establishment,
and the like, Thus, the American educational enterprise exists
out of technological balance with great sectors of society.
(30, P•

610)

In more specific terms, Brown states that the expanding re

sources or instructional television, forms or transparency.projection
which are especially suitable for large-group instruction, language
laboratories, stereop�onic sound, tape recorders, programmed instructiona:i.·
devices and materials, student response systems_, automated multi-media
.

presentation devices, videe>-tape recorders, and massed file systems,
all present a·great challenge to today's educational system and to the
teaching-learning process.

(18, P• 4)

7
At this point, it is expedient to look at this teachinglearning process a little more closely in respect to what it is and
what happens. to teachers and students.

For example, some "educatio�l

technologists" strongly believe that it will be possible to develop
complete "media packets" or instructional materials tor an entire
course or a single topic which can be presented through technological
equipment of one kind or another. · Under such circumstances the ·students
.

can learn at their

own

rate and the teacher becomes a guide and couneelor

rather than a mere purveyor or knowledge.

(110, P• 270)

While the effective teacher understands his subject matter
and knows how to convey this to his students, he is continually ex
ploring his field and simultaneously searching tor more ettective ways
to present it. He also realizes that there is no method of teaching
that is best tor all students, and knows that appropriate materials

need to be used which accomodate 1inciividual differences. Thus, with
.

such a wide variety or media and equipment available, the desired r&-· ·
sults are readily obtainable.

(4, p. 25)

In no sense or the term, "automated" or "technological," is
the teacher squeezed 0ut or existence; technology is not· a machine.
According to

Fdgar

Dale, it is a·"planned systematic way or working

to achieve specitic outcomes"; "it is a process--not a product."

(30, P• 9)

.Further, it is the "applied side or scientific development."
(30, P• 9)

In its larger aspect, technology, on the one hand, involves

"system, organizational patterns, ana]3sis, and research,"· (30, P• 9)
am.

on the other hand, Clifford Erickson includes "all the new devic�s,

techniques, and processes shaping th� learning materials and learning·
situationa that make students and teachers ettective." (47,
·

P•

108)'

•

8
A special task force sent out
Association

(NEA),

by the National F.ducation

underscoring the foregoing, provided a note-

worthy anai,sis or the evolving role or instructional media, recog
nizing two important media functions as followss
The first function of technological media is to supplement
the teacher through enhancing his effectiveness in the classroom

•

•

•

Educational media are botij'tools for teaching and avenues
for learning, and their f'unction is to serve these two processes
by enhancing clarity in communication, diversity in method, and
forcefulness in appeal. Except.for the teacher, these media
will determine more than azvt,hing else the quality of our
educational effort.

'

A second function or technological media is discerned
when the teacher determines objectives, selects methods and
content, and evaluates the final learning outcomes.

I

The presentation or information and even the direction of
routine pupil activities may be turned over to such new media
as programmed learning materials, television, or motion pictures.
This function enhances overall productivity through in
structional media and systems which do not depend upon the
teacher for routine execution,.of many instructional processes
or clerical-mechanical chores. (84, P• 111)

In

respect to.the above quotS:tion, it is evident that the

new technology is obviously used for instruction,. and is a boon to
education, not a· danger to the teacher.

I

As implied by the last

'

statement,.in the quotation, the various electronic devices will
"free" the teacher so that he can "real:cy- teach."

He can and will,

at last, begin to realize that his basic task is not to imp¢ infol"mation, that there are more effective ways to communicate than
reading or delivering a lecture.
;�an

"interpretor,"

and

by

He· must be an "inciter ' " a "stimulator '."

above all, become a "creative teacher."
.

(84, P• 111)
.

Digressing momentar!:cy-, it is inte�esting to no�e that the
_
state ot Illinois, as ear:cy- as

1961,

has recognized the impor�ance ot

9
the new technology and instructional materials in the classroom and
has published a special bulletin entitled INSTRUCTIONAL MAT.IBIAI.S,
accordingly.

(66)

Continuing with the teacher and related items, the assignment
of lists of unassimilated, non!'Unctional facts to be remembered is ou�
of place in today's school.

Instead of haphazard assignments there

will be much more planning in terms of purposes and behavorial objectives.

This means that the teacher will bear increasing responsibility far

planning, organizing, and evaluating the effective use of all media.
The teacher will also carry .out the complex aspects of instruction
that demand personal and group relationships and, at the same time,
make wide use of instructional materials that do not require the
constant presence of the teacher.

(18, PP• 15-16)

It is apparent that the teacher who is expected to carry out
such complex tasks will need special information on resources not
.

.

direct� available to him; eventually, he will be assisted by a new
kind of automated library, a storage and retrival system that will
give the teacher the desired information.

Also the same·retrival

system will eventual� become the heart of the "learning center"
or the tuture.

(30, P• 701)

In regard to the previous two paragraphs, it can be said

that the teacher is a· part of a system; but is placed in a central
position controlling certain processes.

These "processes," according

to Verne Stockman, are steps in achieving educational goals; "steps,"
which he described as follows (five in all):

•

10
1.

The teaching media including television, radio, and
various types or audio-visual treatment.

2.

The teaching team, which pre-supposes breaking the
teaching act into related but specialized functions.

3.
4.

5.

Programmed teaching devices for individualized learning
immediate reinforcement or learner responses.

and

The teaching system which is a pre-planned and articu- ·
lated design for teaching an entire course from its
elementary beginning �o the point where the learner
is self-sufficient.
The research complex that is building up around theory,
·
teaching technique, and learner growth.
(110)

Within the context of the "five steps," the wo;-d teacher is
being interpreted much more broad'.cy' than it ever was before, varying
all the we:y from the real live teacher in the classroom, to the
"mec\iated" teacher, who is a teacher recorded in some type of medium.
This approach does not rule out the live teacher; however, in some
situations, the "mediated" teacher may serve equal� well or even
better.

.

(110).

·

Also implied in the five steps is a "systems" approach to
teaching and learning.

According to F.d.gar Dale, the entire process

of education may be viewed as a "systems" approach to instructio�
.
approach made of interrelated parts; the field trip,·filmstrip, television program, motion picture, are not isolated elements, but are
usetu.l elements in an "orchest�ated learning pattern."

(30,

P•

·

9)

What this "orchestrated learning pattern" means is that,
on the one hand, as the result of the intr�uction of new technological
devices old patterns of instruction can be adapted and modified,
...

according�,

(47)

and on the other hand, teaching theories and l�

theories need to be great� improved.

(30,

P•

9)

11

In respect. to the above, N. L. Gage of Stantord University

has repeatedly pointed out that subject matter be broken down into
smaller related segments so that learning sequences
less· complex. Various .audi<>-Visual devices
many forms of progranvned learning,

and

and

and

variables are

instructional materials,

computer-assisted-instruction

will play an important role in developing these units of instruction
..

(30, P• 6)

•

Further, relative to the preceding couple or paragraphs, on
the basis of various evaluation teclmiques, it should be pointed out
that outcomes are greatly improved in contrast to the results achieved
via traditional methods of teaching

and

learning.

While the literature coni"irms this

many

times, a case in

point, is the progranuned Audio-Tutorial life science "class" offered
at F.astern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.
been in operation for two years

and

The program has

according to Dr. Patrick J. Docter,

;.: ,.

. ·; ..,

who developed the course programs, test scores . are significantly higher
than in a traditionally taught course; approximately 7Zf, A's
which contradicts the time-honored grading curve.
More
to teaching

will

and

and

B's

(41)

be said about this programmed Audio-Tutorial approach

learning in another chapter. Now, it is expedient to

look at all programming in a larger context, as related to "environments";
thus, the physical, social,

and

psychological environment inside tho

school as well as outside the school--those influences that either
hinder or stimulate learning.

In essence, the learning behavior of

the student can be guided by designing a suitable learning environment.
(30,

P•

602)
. ...... ... ;
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In other words, by carefully considering the total environ
ment

and

designing programs, accordingly, the teaching-learning process

will be greatJ.¥ enhanced.

This fact is borne out by the various .

Educational Facilities.Laboratory Reports.
Laboratory

Educational Facilities

(E. F. L.) is a special agency of the Ford Foundation

which is primarily interested in the various relationships of the
physical environment (architectur�), and the new educational
technological media to the teachin8':-learning process.

In short,

the reports indicate that there is a direct relationship, that the
"schoolhouse" should be designed in accordance to the overall program
and instructional media employed; o� then will desired outcomes
be achieved.

(44)

Looking at this learning environment from another point
of view, it can be ext.ended to the home and other agencies.

For

example, the revolution in media s:ommunication has resulted in more
.
direct instruction occuring out.side the typical classroom setting:

.

credit and non-credit courses v;La television at home, in dormitories
and learning centers; ·by

means

of dial access (as at Ohio State ,

University); and, by computer (computers linked to other computers).

(30 ,

P•

606)
In other words, instruction and learning can take place almost

aeywhere

or

at aeytime; or, it is no longer confined t.o a particular

classroom, study-hall, or library,

�

a specific time.

Or, carefully

designed, this broad "environment" may take aver more or the educational
tasks of the future than now realized; and, what seems rather unusual
now will be commo�place in the tuture.
I

.

.

•
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Buckminster Fuller considers this environment from still
another point of view; he writes:
•
•
•
it is possible to design environments in which the
child
(student)
will be neither frustrated nor hurt, yet
.
free to develop spontaneously and fully without trespassing
on others • • •

and

I have learned to undertake reform of the environment
try not to refonn man • •. •

If we design the environment properly, it will permit the
child, man (and student) to develop safely and to behave
logically • • • (30, P• 604)
In this regard, it might be well to recall a remark made
by Sir Winston Churchilla

"We shape our dwellings" (schools) "and

a.fterwards our dwellings" (schools) �shape us."

(19)

The Fducational

Facilities Laboratories, cognizant of this remark, in one o! their

/

recent reports, INSTRUCTIONAL HARDWARE

A GUIDE TO ARCHITFiCTURAL

REXl�TS, emphasizes the fact that buildings

and

designed in tenns or the audio deiices

and

electronic equipment, it

the latter is to function properly, and if teaching
: to. be effective.

rooms must be

and

learning is

The ordinary classroom or traditional building

is hardly adequate and new spaces are needed to teach and to learn in.
The foregoing, in brief, referred to the physical environment.
There is another way in which the environment can be regarded.
attempt to design

and

An

control the "environment" ot the student so

that the desired learnings take place

may

also include a curriculum,

a course of study, a textbook, a program for independent study, a.pd
.

the use of various audio-visual devices and electronic equipnent which
are organized in terms of a systems approach.

-

.

..

.

(65)

14

John Dewey, writing in DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION, states
it th�s ways
The only way in which adults consciously control the kind.of
education which the immature get is by controlling the environment
in which they net, and hence, think and feel.
We never educate directly but indirectly by'means or the
environment. Whether we permit chance environment or whether we
design environments for the purpose makes a great difference.
Any environment is a chance environment as far as its edu
cative influence is concerned unless it has deliberately been
regulated with reference to its educational effect.
But schools remain of course, the typical instance of environ
ments framed with express reference to influencing the mental and
moral dispositions of their members. (37, P• 22)

Thus, if one follows John Dewey's concepts, it is realized

that a learning environment is a designed environment which is planned
and

progranuned in some wa:y "deliberately regulated with reference as

to its educative effect."

To plan

and

program such an environment

educational goals must be set up,.learning experiences arranged,
•

evaluations made.
sense of the word.
works

and

and

This is educational progranming in the broadest
It is within this frame of reference that the teacher

the student learns.

So, even after this survey of the literature, it is becoming
more evident that there is no real choice. as to whether or not to
introduce instructional technology in schools, .colleges,
which are a pa.rt or the environment.
educational technology wisely,
reluctantly

and

ineptly,

and

and

universities,

The only choice is whether to use

purp osefullJr, or

without purpose.

whether to use it
(30, P• 610)

·
· •
.

,,

L

.•

I--;-·

CHAPTER III
THE PROBLE21 AND RELATED ITEMS

Statement otthe Problem

The previous two chapters developed a number of ideas conearning the new educational technology and its implications for schoQla
and espec�:Lcy the teaching-learning process.
raised:
units

in

The question can be

Can such techniques be util�zed in the teaching of various
art appreciation, art history; studio courses, and elementB.1"7

art educa�ion?

The writer believes it can be done at any grade level

(elementary, junior high, eecond!:17, and.higher) as indicated by the
remark that the "visual arts are a natural for the audio-visual method
•

ot · instruction."

•

1

O:•

:.

It is not a matter so much that it ·can be done, but that it
should be done as indicated by the survey of the literature.
problem, in its larger aspect is:

So, the

·

to develop a systems approach to the

teaching-learning process in the visual arts which utilized the new
technology.

Further, it is intended to compare the latter with the•r: ''

"traditional approach" in respect to method and outcomes.

Hypothesis
On the basis of the "survey of the literature," it can be
assumed that a systems approach great� enhances the teaching-learning
process in contrast to �he trad�tional approach whic�, in maey instances,

15

•

16
hardly enhances the teachin�learning process, still less, results
In essence, it is believed that

in signif'icantly high achievement.

a systems ·approach is better, f'rom the standpoint ot teaching and
learning, than the traditional approach.
Hope.fully, then, this study will confirm the above hypothesisJ
however, the "final results" may be otherwise; so, it is

in

this.

_

.

context that the problem and hypothesis is tina� set for purposes
ot maintaining complete objectivity.
: Purpose
In

a sense, the purpose has been stated and implied in the

discussion.of' the "statement or the'problem" and the "hypothesis."
Here, the latter will be put �·a slight;I.y different context.

First,

it is expedient to begin with some genera1 questions.
What social and technolOgic�l changes that hav.e developed
(and still are developing) have been recognized and incorporated into
the teaching-learning process that are applicable to the field of art?
How have these various developments (technological.and othe�
wise), if any, been implemented

in

the teaching of' art appreciation

(history) and �tudio courses? �ith what resul.ts?

Or,

how success.rul

in general?
While these questions, . in part, have been answered (per .
Chapter I and II) it is one of' the purposes of' this study to see'· if'
similar results

�

be obtained·

in

the

art.

,tield

in

respect to a specific

teaching situation.
..
./

.
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Justification
In respect to the specific teaching situation, the problem
has not been investigated.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the

various "new" educational techniques that have been implemented, and
subsequent achievements, and the various "devices" that have been
utilized for evaluation and appraisal will serve as a guide for other

art teachers who want to improve their own teaching-learning situation.
Deliminat.ions
This study and experiment is limited to two senior high school
· s, cne of which is designated as th� "experimental group"
design course
and the other as the "traditional group," with approximately twenty
..

students in each design class.

·

Further, the study and experiment is confined to one email
unit of the course in design; namely, color.
st�, "doing" the entire course

in

For purposes or this

terms of the problem would be

very impractical because too � variables and other factors would
need to be considered.

Also, the matter or evaluation and appraisal

would become quite complicated.

In other words, confining the experi-

ment to one unit will expedite it considerably.
Final.4r1 the study or experiment is limited by the kind and
amount of audio-visual devices and instructional·materials that are
available.

This should imply that a highly sophisticated systems

approach, involving all kinds of equipment and techniques· can be :
developed, but also means using' one's .ingenuity and making the most
ot what is available.
.

Act�, this is to the writer's advantage, for most schools
are short on equipment; thus, the improvizations that are made for

•
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this study, could well serve as a guide to other art teachers
who want to develop a systems approach for their own teaching.
learning situation whether it be tor an entire course or just for
one unit.
It should be mentioned in respect to these delimitations,
that in a chapter that follows, the latter, in conjunction with other
factors, will be elaborated upon more

tully.

It is in that chapter

where the general school situation �s described which, in turn,
determines, to a great extent, how the systems approach is set up.
Thus, the delimiting factors can properl3' be understood in terms ot
t.he total school situation.
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CHAPTER IV
GENERAL PROCEDURE
While surveying the extensive literature concernin g the
use of audio-visual media in the teaching-learning process, the writer
became aware of Dr. s. N. Postlethwait's Audio-Tutorial approach to .
biology at Purdue University,
to

education.

art

became interested in such

and

(99) After such

an

an

approach

interest, it was learned that

Dr. P. J. Docter had instituted a similar approach to the life science
program at Eastern Illinois University.
The

writer then previewed the Ea.stern Illinois University

Audio-Tutorial life science program several times (progressing
•

through the program as a student would),

and

a subsequent interview

was held with Dr. Docter to help evaluate the success or the Ea.stern
Illinois University program (appendix).
such

an

approach to the teaching-learning process, the writer then

decided that a modification or such
in

art

Impressed with the success ot

an

approach would be developed

education at the high school level.
It was decided that a comparative study

would

be made.

Two

sections or a high sc�ool basic design cl.ass were chosen; one termed
the traditional group,

and

one the experimental group.

The traditional

group was introduced to a unit on color in the traditional
(this

manner

manne r

was determined by research in � wide3¥ accepted
.

.

.

·
�� ::::::.:
..
:

: ·:

:

;
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textbooks and by observing the methods of a number of art teachers).
The �orimental group was introduced to a unit in color by a modi!i.;.
cation or the Audio-Tutorial method previouszy mentioned.
Each section o� the basic design class chosen had approxUna.telT
the same number of students.

The students had approximatezy the same

attitudes towards school, the same attitudes towards art, the same
average previous grades in art, and were scheduled for the same amount
or class time.

The preceding information was obtained through re-

search into student permanent records, opening questionnaires, personal
interviews, and previous candid observations by the writer.
At the close or the color unit, each approach was evaluated
in respect to student attitudes towards school and art, student
grades in art, and the effectiveness of the instructor.
·

This evalu-

at ion was made through the use or closing questionnaires, personal
interviews, and candid observatioI)S.
Fina�, a� mentioned before, the writer feels that the
results obtained from this study will be ot value to other art educators�
Thus, the writer made conclusions in order that he might make usef'Ul
... � · .
·

recommendations to those who
might·
wish to adapt a
.
..
.

.. . ,.

.

•,.learning approach f to their specific situations.

s1milar

teaching-

..
�·

CHAPTER

V

mEEPORT SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY
As previousl,y stated, the.general school situation determines,
to a great extent, how an Audio-Tutorial or systems approach to the
teaching-learning situation may be set up.

Thus to properly undei

stand the delimitative factors of this study, the general situation
of Freepor:t Senior High School and the community must be related.
Freeport Senior High School .is located in Freeport, Illinois
in the northeastern corner of the state.
approximately

30,000

people.

Freeport is a city of

While there are several moderately

large industrial concerns in_ Freeport, the area is still predominantly
.

rural, both physically and in prevailing attitudes.

Freeport is a

very old town and maintains a somewhat conservative atmosphere.

The

town's population is predominantly white, a great percentage of the
.

.

population being white collar workers affiliated with one of the. six
major insurance companies that maintain their home offices· in Freeport.
There is also a relatively large black.population.
Probably due to the high percentage of upper-middle and upper
class famili.es in Freeport, the city is at least blessed with a relatively
high interest iii cultural endeavors.

Art, in particular, seems to have

been held in high esteem aver the years.

21
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The Freeport �blic School System includes one, senior high
school, one middle school, one junior high school., and eleven elementary
schools.

Students are drawn from the city of Freeport, Cedarville,

a suburban village of

600, and

two unincorporated villages.

There are approximately

students enrolled at Freeport

1600

Senior High School including grades

10, 11, and 12.

The decision

to adopt flexible modular scheduling at Freeport Senior High School
was ·made after several years of study·, extensive faculty involvement,
in-service programs, and orientation of students, parents, and others
in the community.

· ·

The change to modular scheduling demanded a complete
I

commitment by the staff and the student body to

a

different philosophT

and a different approach to teaching and learning.
� disadvantages to the traditional approach to teaching
and learning prompted the change to flexible modular scheduling.
Ma.J\Y students had been restricted.-in their educational program

of a traditional six or seven

period

day.

�ecause

..
'

This type of program limited

the number of courses a student could take as well as increased the
conflicts that could occur in a student's program.

Follow-up studies

of graduates indicated that one important reason for students dropping
out of college and being unsuccessful in jobs is not lack of ability,
but poor use of time that is available. .
Through the work of Dr.
·
CHANGE, GUIDE TO

BE'rl'ER

J. Lloyd

.
Trump in his . book, FOCUS ON

SCHOOLS, in which he pointed out the �ailure

of the traditional secondary school to meet the needs ot individuals,
·

.a new model was suggested.

This model was designed for individual

learning programs in an ordinary school setting.

•

.
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Dr. Dwight Allen and Dr. Robert Bush of Stanford University
�xperimented with these ideas and came up with flexible modular scheduling
explained in their book,

THE

NEl'I DESIGN IN SF.cDONARY .IDUCATION.

These

idea� gave impetus. to a new approach to education for procedures had
been developed that could

1.

provide opportunity to i.Ildividualize instruction to a
greater extent than was previously possible.

2.

provide better staff utilization.

3.

provide students the opportunity to assume more
responsibility for their educational decision.

4.

provide for more student interaction and involvement
in the learning process.

The flexible modular schedule is a method to organize the
day into more meaningtu.l. and usef"u.l. segments of ·time other than the
usual "55" �ute period.

Freeport Senior High School has 21 "modules'!

in a school day, each module 20 minutes in'length
.

•

Basic to the program is the assumption that all courses do not
require the same amount of time to be taught and di.f'ferent courses
require different teac�ing techniques which are best used with classes
of varying sizes.

Films and outside speakers can easily be presented

to large groups, while effective discussion can only be carried on in
small groups.
The organizational design of each course is planned to meet
the needs of that course.

Types of teaching circumstances may include

large-group instruction, laboratory teaching, aDd small-group instruction.
These three phases of instruction are the sched�ed portion of . the
student's week-time which averages ar0Wld·61% of the week.
of the student's time is UDBcheduled time

or

The rest

independent st� time.

·

•
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This time may be spent tor iIXiividual study time, for completion of
assignments, for laborator)" work, and for individual conferences with
teachers.

With this organizational design, the teachers also have less

scheduled time and·are therefore more available for individual help.
The previous paragraphs have indicated that the scheduling at
Freeport Senior High School can be termed as flexible, but scheduling
.

alone does not give a true picture of the school.

It is expedient to

look at the starr size, plzy'sical ra�ilities or the schodart curriculum,
and the availability or instructional materials and devices.
Freeport Senior High School has a mcxlerately supplied
Most acy type or audi<>-visual equip-

instructional materials center.

ment can be acquired through the center, but such equipment must be
. requested· in advance, the amount or advance time needed depending upon
the demand on a particular day.:

Equipment that is available includes

slide projectors (manual single s�e and remote control carousel),
filmstrip projectors, overhead projectors, tape recorders, opaque
projectors, record players, and one programmer.
The art department has

managed

to monopolize the use of pne

carousel projector for its continued use unless an emergency shortage
or the same develops in the instructional materials center.
also secured the continued use or one
film projector.

manual

threading

16

mm

It has
sound

The art department also has the permanent use or two

inferior quality record players, but can obtain better ones for scheduled
. .

use from the instructional materials center.
and stereo.

These include both monaural
•
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The Freeport Public Schools are fortunate to have a central
audio-visual library from which a respectable number of slides, filmstrips, reproductions, and other visual aids are available.

These are

available for use by the entire school system, though, eo spontaneous
use is greatly limited.

The Freeport Senior High School library has

a limited number of various art books and periodicals, as does the art
department itself.

Also, resource materials are available through a

central art supervisor's library.
Various large rooms throughout the school are scheduled in
advance for larg&-group presentations.

·

The art department has the use

of one such room which seats approximately

100 students.

The instructional

materials center will delivery any necessary equipment to the room for
a presentation, bu� since this room is shared by several departments
throughout the day, it is not possible to leave aeything in the room
for permanent use.

It must be noted at this point that since Freeport
•

Senior High School was not built for flexible modular sch�uling, most
large-group facilities are hard� adequate in terms of physical arrange
ment and much improvisation is necessary on the part of the instructor.
The physical facilities of the
medium size rooms.

art department include three

Two of these rooms are at present used intermittently

for classes such as drawing, basic design, weaving, jewelry, and painting •.
The thirq room is predominantly equipped for ceramics and sculpture.
room is interconnected to permit easy flow from one to another.

Each

A much

smaller room is located adjacent to one of the· two previously mentioned
rooms.

This room has been used predominant� for storage.

•

The Freeport·Public Schools maintain two elementary art supei
visors who regular� work with

�:�t.h �be element.ar;y teachers and their

·. . .
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students.

Two tu.11-time teachers are employed at both the middle school

and the junior high school.

With an enrollment in excess of 400 art
I
'

students per year, the Senior High School is great� understaffed with
only two instructors •

.

The secondary art curriculum has been organized with a basic
design class as the beginning and the prerequisite for taking all other
.

advanced courses which include:

drawing and illustration1 textile design'

advertising design; jewelry; ceramics; pai:qting; and sculpture.

The
-

basic design course may be taken at the junior high school or an;yt�e
during the student's three years at the high school.
As previousq mentioned, it is assumed that all classes do not
;
require the same amount of time or the same class size.

Consequent�,

the above classes vary in size and length of meeting time.

It is within

this framework that the writer decided to develop a "systems" approach
to teaching and learning.
Several reasons account for the writer choosing the basic design
course as the course to which to app� a modification of Eastern Illinois
University's life science approach to teaching and learning.

Of importance

is the fact that previous basic design students seemed to have suffered
trom

an ultra traditional approach to design prior to this year. . It is

a significant example of the lack ot enthusiasm developed by a traditional
approach to design.
Another interesting note must be made.

This is the third year

that Freepc)rt Senior High Schoo� has adopted flexible modular scheduling,
yet the last two years ot basic design can easily be termed tradi:t;ional
in approach.

·

•
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The writer has determined through personal interviews with previous
basic. design students that the combination of flexible scheduling and
a traditional approach to the teaching-learning situation only led to
contusion

and

chaos.

The point that the teacher must be tota�

and

convnitted to a di.f!erent philosophy

and

a di.fterent approach to teaching

learning is well made by this situation.
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CHAPTm VI
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY LIFE SCimCE PROGRAM
At this point it would seem appropriate to describe what
the writer encountered when visiting the F.astern Illinois University
Life Science laboratory.
of the class will be made.

'
First, a few comments on the general structure
F.astern' s life science program is built

around a theory or a varying class structure appropriate with varying
functions .

The program includes scheduled large-group sessions , scheduled

quiz sessions, and most important of all, unscheduled independent study
sessions.
As the student enters the life science area, he finds a letter
.
·

trom the staff which outlines what ' he is to expect during the following
week.

The letter includes such in.formation as when quizzes will be given,

the general content of_ each unit covered during the week, and pertinent

-

in.forma.tion the student should read to prepare himself to understand
each unit.

Aleo included are the general goals and learning outcomes

for each unit.

The "survey of the literature" has already indicated

the importance of planning in terms of goals , purposes, and behavioral
objectives.
Upon entering the actual room, the student finds a·' file containing
.

a card for each student enrolled in the class.

The student removes his
..

card, records the time that he is in the lab, and places the card in a
slot corresponding to the study booth that he is .using.
" ·

.
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The instructor,

29
then , always knows who is present at aey speci.f'ic time.
The student is provided with an objective sheet tor each :unit,
' .

stating what he should be able to d� when completing the unit , . and · a
number or diagrams , questions, and problems to assist the student in
understanding the unit .
Near the door is a bulletin board with
.

that apply to the class, am information that

any

may

important notices

not apply direct�

to the class but may be interesting or help£ul to the students .
is also a suggestion box that students

may

use at

any

time.

There

Suggestions

and answers are posted from the previous week along with all previous
quizzes and answers.
· When the student sits down at a tape or study booth , he finds
the following:

a schedule for when movies are shown; a table indicating

where specific units

may

I

be located on the tape ; vocabulary lists , a

few general comments about the un;tt ; and of course the tape arxl a set
.
or headphones.

It should be. mentioned at this point that the first

booth is always a review booth containing the previous week ' s work.
As the student listens to the tape, he is told what is to be
studied in a veey casual, personal

manner.

The tape often relates to

previous units as it begins with an introduction followed by a review.

.

The student is told when to take notes, but otherwise encouraged to
simply listen.

He is also reminded that he can stop the tape and

back up at any time.
The student is often referred to specific pages in a textbook .
He is told to turn the recording off, take plenty of time to complete
what is asked , and return to the tape after referring to the text .

may

He

also be referred to diagram� .found in . the �c;>ut information that
- .. .. : .

•

.

•
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he acquired upon entering the lab , and frequent reference is made to
the objectives of the unit .
There is much direction for

a c.tivity and hints of what to do

to help remember important information.

There are a great number ot

requests for the student to turn off the machine and refer to other
activities such as a learning station which might �ontain a small
'

cassette recorder, or a numb�r sequenced display area in . another part
of the room.

There is a display area' above and between all bootha ,

and a large center table for ma.ey chart s , diagrams , and specimens .
The display table may contain magazine articles and visual materials
that

may

.
At the display

be pertinent or interesting t o the student .

table the student

may

be requested to refer to other reading or

.

ex-. .

.Planatory material before referring to the charts.
It

may

'·

be suggested that the student preview a film of which
or course the film is available

the objectives of viewing are proy:ided.

fo,r student viewing at prescribed times within the lab · itself.
After aI\Y of the afore mentioned activities , the student
be provided the opportunity to take
.

'

a

may

·

self test and compare the resu1ts

. With the tape , textbook, handout materials , or the instructor.

The

fact that the student remains very active seems quite important .
There are assistants availa'Qle at all times to give aid and
The casual learning atmosphere i s

personal help to the student s .

en-

·

hanced by the availability of coffee and tea, and a large table at which
the student can sit down with the instructor for discussion.
ObV'iousq the various instructional devices mentioned have
.

I.

,

treed the lite science instructors from the rote ta�k
.

.

.

,.

'

·.

•'
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presenting'
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basic information. · He

may

now be available tor the veey important
-

personal contact with the students---�that before
impossible.

·

-
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CHAPTm VII
PROPOSAL FOR THE APPLICATION OF AN AUDIO-TUTORIAL
APPROACH TO ART AT FREEPORT SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
The students enrolled in the traditional section of basic
design will be scheduled to meet three class periods per week con
sisting of two sixty minute classes and one forty minute class.

The

availab�ty of the facilities of the art department tor the student to
work other than scheduled time wi.ll _b e limited, so the majority ot
student work must be completed during their scheduled classes.
The traditional color unit will last a total of approximately
six school weeks .

The writer will introduce the students to the basic

�out

facts and theories of color tbrou
lectures .

the unit by means of class

The student will be expected to take adequate notes during

these lectures and in the event of an absence, secure the appropriate
notes from another student.

The lectures will be based predominantly

upon the verbalization or the writer with little audio or visual supple
mentation.

Quizzes will be held covering the lecture material at a

time determined by the writer .

The quizzes will be composed of factual

information contained in th_e lectures with no provision made for
student opinion�

The writer will grade the quizzes and return them to

the students at the writer's convenience .
Studio assigrunents will b e made by the writer who will also
determine the date on which the assignments will be due.

The assign

ment will be graded by the write�-�� returned to the student at the

.32

.

"
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writer ' s convenienc e.
Final grades will be determined by the writer who will develop
an appropriate means of averaging the quiz grades
grades.

and

the studio work

Grades will be lowered . at the writer ' s discretion on individual

projects that are submitted Pa.st the due date.
In preparation for the experimental group , an attempt will be
made to create an environment suitable for learning; recalling the remarks of Churchill and Fuller.

The smallest room in the art department ,

previously used for storage, will be rearranged in order that it might
be used as an art lab.

Actually, it will still be used for storage ,
Working on a limited

but part of the room will be cleared for the lab .

budget , much of the wall area will be lined with vecy economical panels
of insulation obtained .from a local lumber yard .
excellent moveable display areas.
.

. ..
.
·
J.1. . ·

These panels make

A table will be provided to hold

a reasonably priced cassette tape .Tecorder , a carousel slide projector ,
and the necessary tapes and slide containers.
on one of the insulation panels.

Slides may be projected

Other counter space will be .cleared to . .

provide space to accomodate suitable displays or activity areas.
Actually , with our limited facilities , aey extensive physical manipulation
of the department will be complete at this point .

The rest ot the de-

partment will remain as before �
The writer will create taped presentations
CREATIVE COLOR

(12)

using

Faber Birren ' s

and Thomas H. Wolf ' s THE MAGIC OF COLOR

the basic sources for · such presentations.

(124)

as

The first tape will serve

as an introduction to color in one ' s environment , the history ot color,
color psychology, and color theory .

The second tape will be concerned.

�ore specifically with color �ony ·�nd color .mixing.

•
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As in the. Eastern Illinois University life scienc e tape s , the ·
write� will attempt to prepare his tapes in a very personal and casual
manner, both in structure and in voice quality .

Much supplementary
The

visual material will b� provided to correspond . with the tapes.

student will be called to action ma.iv times during the tape, recognizing
the importance or student participation in the learning process.

The

appendix contains a copy of the tape scripts , supplementary visual
materials, and suggested student activities.
A color packet will be developed to be duplicated for the use
of each student ( appendix) .

The packet will contain the following:

introductory comments on the use of the packet ; opening questionnairef
comments on the use of the tapes; general and specific objectives of
the use or each tape; questions· pertaining to each tape; general questions
to think about ; . supplementary information;

and

a closing questionnaire

. and evaluation of class presentat�ons , tapes , color packet , large group

presentations , color unit activities, instructor effectiveness;

and

a

· sheet to record lab attendance .
The experiment·ai group will be scheduled to meet for three
class periods per week, consisting of two sixty-minute classes
forty-minute class.

and

one

Each student will be required to attend the one

fortrminute class that will be a large-group session in which all
sections or the basic design class will meet ( excluding the traditional
, .

group) , compri�ing a group of approximately seventy-five students .
This period will be used to introduce and explain assignment s , present
audio-vis.ual materials suitable for large groups 1 conduct other activities •
::- suitable for large groups ,

and,

.ott.en times , for instructor evaluation

35
of the previous week's work.

An

e�ple of a large-group activity may

be showing a film to one large group rather than .repeating the same
film to t�ee small groups when that time can be spent so much more
profitably consulting with indivi.dual students .

The scheduling will tree

: the, writer to do a better job of individualizing instruction.
F.ach student will also be scheduled for two sixty minute
laboratory periods per week.

Although the student will be required

to be in the art department during these periods , what he does with
his time .will be up to his discretion.

The writer will usually reserve

the first few minutes of the period for

any

deems necessary.

group activities that he

Then, the student may spend his time working on a

studio project, utilizing the : art .- · iap� conferring with the iristructor ·
in a small group or individual:cy, or in another way of his choosing.

The students will be encouraged. to spend as

many

of their "f:ree mods"

in the art department as possible i .
Studio assignments will be made by the. instructor during largegroup sessions , all assignments : to be completed by the close of the unit .
Students will be required to have a

minimum

of two personal conferences

with the writer during the unit • at a mutua� convellient time.

Grades

will be determined at those times hr, a joint effort of the writer

and

the student .

At the beginning of the color unit, each student will be given
the afore mentioned individual packet' which will contain' mater.ial that
might be comparable to what the F.astern Illinois University student
finds upon entering the l�fe science lab.

Of prime importance, as

mentioned before , the packet wiµ contain general and specific objectives

..

This pa�ket will be kept in the art lab ,
,

of each portion of the wrl.t.

·. easi� accessible to both t�e student

and

the instructor at all times.

During the first large-group session, the writer will explain
to the students what �ll be expected of them
during the entire unit.
will be explained .

and

what will be covered

The use of the color packet

and

the art lab

It will also be explained that the lab i� created

for the students' benefit

·
its use is entire� voluntary.

and

It will

be stressed, though , that the lab shoUld be greatly beneficial to the
students in their everyday work,
of color.

and

should enhance their appreciation

The two mandatory conferences will be explained along with

the concept of mutual grading by the student

and

will be explained that there will be no written

the instructor.

It

examinations .

The basic design student entering the art department for

un

scheduled lab periods will have several alternatives open to him.
One alternative for the student: w� be to use the regular classroom
to work on studio projects�
the student

will

Even· though another class is in progress,

not be discouraged from using the room.

Also of

significance is the fact that the writer or his fellow teacher will
never "lay claim" to

any part

of the department .

Consequent�, each

instructor' s students should feel comfortable in any part of the depart
ment •

.

Containing three rooms

and only

two instructors , the department

should have one room available to . the students at all times.
student

may

The

feel it beneficial to sinip� obserie other students at ·

work, converse with other students ,. sit in on another class , or utilize
the experiences that

will

.

be available to him in the art lab.

•
,.
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Upon entering the art lab , the student will find a file
containing the individual color . packets.

He will "pull" his packet

in case he wishes to refer to it d'1,1ring the time he is in the lab.
In the same location , he Will also find a suggestion box , suggestions
and answers from the previous week, · and any current information that
should be of importance or interest to the student .
The lab will contain a constantly changing array of visual
Much of the material will be

material on the walls and counters.

relevant to one of the taped presentations , but none of the material
will be without merit even · if the student has not listened to the tape.
The student may at aey time casual.:cy study this material.

There will

I

be many provisions for the stud�nt to interact physically with that
which is on display.

As seemed · obvious in the Eastern Illinois

University li!e science programr the ac.tivity ot:'.the st�ent; will be
I .

veey important .

'

.

.

.
.

.
The student may choose to go directly to a taped presentation.
.

:.�:

Both taped presentations will be on the table , available to the students
at all times .

The tapes will be numbered in a suggested sequ,ence.

carousel slide projector will be provided in the same location with
numbered trays that correspond to the' taped presentations .

./l

The student

will be called upon to operate both the tape recorder and the slides
at his

own

rate or speed, stopping or backing up at any time of his

choosing .
Before listening to arty taped presentation, the student may re
fer to his color packet and find the general and specific objectives for
..

that particular tape.

Also , he will find a variety of voluntaey questions

that may enhance his understand�g_ or th� unit.
.

' .

The student may check

JS
his answers with the tape or the writer.
call tor value judgments

on

Many of the questions will

the part of the student, negating the.

idea or always having an absolute answer.
The student wiµ of'ten

be

requested to turn the tape orr and

refer to something else in the room.

When the student arrives at

another part o.f the room, it may be suggested that he engage in some
particular activity.
will

be

Again, the merit ot the activity of the student

utilized.
The student will need never reel undulT rushed, for all the

tapes will be lef't in the lab .for the duration or the unit .

Flexi

bility will be in evidence again in the .fact that the student will
allowed at any time to listen onzy to the tape or view the elides
without the tape.

also be available

All

be

slides used in large group presentations :will

in the

lab

and

labeled

according'.cy •

.
•

...

•

•

• •
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CHAPTm VIII
E,VAWATION

AND

APPRAISAL OF THE OtrrCOME

As stated in the "general procedure ," each approach was evaluated in respect to student attitudes t oward school and art , student
grades in art , and the effectiveness of the instructor.

This evaluation

was made through the use of closing questionnaires , personal intei
views , and candid observations by the writer.
The writer chooses to divide the evaluation into general
categories according to the method from which the information was obtained.

To begin .with, a comparison or the traditional and the

experimental approaches

will be made as determined from student responses

to the closing questionnaires fo� in the appendix.

Next, i.nfoi-

mation gleened by the writer through personal interviews will be presented,
followed by the observations of the writer.

Finally, information .from

the questiormaires , personal interviews, and observations pertaining
particularly' to either the experimental or the traditional approach
will be presented.

The manner in which the writer . has used the questionnaires
presents certain delimitations .

0£ a total of eighteen students

in

the experimental group, four did not complete the questiormaire.
Approximately the same situation is true of the traditional group.
The students who did not .complete the que�tiormaires will be discussed
when the evaluation through personal
presented.

Also, the evaluation

0£

�terviews

and observations is

the results or the questionnaires

39
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will be stated in . the .form of pervading trends rather than specific
numbers or percentages.

Obviously , personal interviews and observations

present their own unique delimitations .

F.a.ch form ot evaluation, . then,

must be considered in �onjWlction with the other two.

Hopetully ,

what

one method of evaluation has omitted, another has iricluded .
According to the closing questionnaires , almost all ot the
students in both sections indicated that they planned to take other

art

courses , but they further indicated that the possibility o.f those

other art courses being conducted like the color unit they had just
completed would influence their decision.

- ,

Approximately one-half' ot

the students enrolled in the traditional group indicated that it
another

art

course were conducted in the same

manner,

they would not

take the course, while approximately one-half' ot the students enrolled
in the experimental group indicated that a course conducted in the same

manner

would insure their decision to take the course.
•

At least one

student in the exp�rimental group , who , prior to the color unit, indicated
he would not take other

art

courses , reversed that decision at the close

ot the color unit .
Not only did all of the students in the experimental group indi
cate that they felt success.t'ul in the color unit, but they also indicated
that they .felt more success.t'ul in this unit than 8.1'\Y' previous one through
out the year .

The responses of the traditional group indicated that a

number of students not only .felt unsuccess.t'ul in this unit , but felt
less successtul. than in other units throughout the year.
wtdle both groups indicated almost unanimously that they enjoyed
t�is unit more than previous units and felt a desire to work on their own,
a great majority of the experimental students indicated. a marked positive

•
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attitude toward attending class and open lab periods as compared to ·
.

!

the lack of such a positive a�titude

by

approximately one-halt ot the

students enrolled in the traditional group .

·

The experimental group almost unanimously indicated their

feelings that the unit on color will be more helpful to them in the
·fu ture than other . unit s , while the traditional group seemed to have
reservations as to the future value of the unit.

It would seem, then,

that even though .both groups generally enjoyed the color unit , the
· •

.

.

experimental group reflected upon w�at they had learned as more re+e

vant to their future; interestingly so since the information presented
to both groups was basically the same , differing o� in the teachinglearning approach.
The experimental group voiced strong approval that some or their
activities did not directly affect their grade , while the traditional
group again nearly

unanimously

indicated that they did not like a class

in which all activities directly affected the students• grades .

,

·

Of prime interest to the writer was the amount of personal
attention that the st�ents felt they received .from the writer.

With

few reservations , the experimental students indicated that they felt
they had �eceived ample personal attention , while the traditional group
majority indicated that they had not received ample personal attention.
While the traditional group indicated that their fort�ute
classes were generally helpful, no specific classes seemed particularly
outstanding.

The experimental group consistantly indicated their

interest in specific large-group sessions ; particular� those that gave
them the opport.unit7 to share their work. with a nwnber or students ,
and those that were us ed tar relevant audio-visual supplementation.

'

Few members of the traditional group would term their forty-minute
classes as enjoyable, but often boring, a1l4 indicated their desire
to . return to the original large-group concept .

It must be exp+ained

that during previous units the traditional group had met in largegroup sessions along with the other sections of basic design, much
like the experimental group continued to do.

The mate.rial presented

to the traditional group during their forty-minute classes was basicalJ¥
the same as that presented to the experimental group during largegroup sessions; the discrepency was the approach.
While most of the �tudents in the traditional group felt
'

that they were shown enough examples t� help them understand and
appreciate color, there was measurable dissension

on

this point . ··

The experimental students not only felt that they had been shown enough ·
examples, but could all readily relate to a variety of things in the

art room

or

the art lab that infl\lenced them.

Many of the t�aditio�l

students could indicate few such things , anP. , as will be mentioned
later , personal interviews indicated. that the traditional student had
few visual experiences· to help him appreciate color.

Both groups

indicated that they discussed color with other members of the class
to an almost equal degree.
Both groups indicated that they generally enjoyed open . lab
work.

The experimental group unanimously· approved gaining basic

information through the use of the art lab as opposed to a classroom
lecture.
According to the questionnaires, neither class indicated that
they had made many serious suggestions concerning the improvement ot
the class; another point which will be clarified through the use of
personal interviews .

•. I
. -

.
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·

. General�, it would seem that the experimental ·and the tra-

ditional students spent on an average approximate� the same amount
of open lab time in the art depa.rtment .

Many students of both groups

. felt that they were unaple to spend as many modules in the art depart
ment as needed.

Both groups indicated that they "feel good about what

they have learned ," and also indicated approximate� the same degree
or sincerity in attempting to complete the required work.
When confronted with the possibility of other units or basic
design being presented in the same manner as color, the traditional

__

students a.lmost unanimous� indicated their disapproval, while the
'

experimental students expressed .t heir unanimous approv:al.

The tra-

ditional students indicated that they would not like to have other
"

classes in the school conducted in the same

manner as the color unit ,

while the experimental students . ovei:whelming� indicated their approval
of such a class.

Such an approval, of the basic design course by both

groups would tend to indicate that the tradit"ional group . did not earlier
·

.

.disapprove·· of the class in general, but the specific teaching-,1.e�g

� . .:.
.

. .

.

approach of th.e color unit.
All of the students in the experimental group indicated that

they felt they had learned more .from this unit than other previous units.
Approximate� one-half of the traditional students indicat� that they
felt they learned the same

amount

or less.

The exJ)erimental group indicated that this unit had allowed
them to express themselves more than other units.
the traditional group indicated the same.

With some exceptions ,

Reasons for · this pervading

indication of an opportunity to· express one' s self were determined
·great� through· personal interviews , aDd will be discussed short�•

•

All of the experimental students indicated that this unit gave them
a greater opportunity to determine wh�t they learned , while, surprisingly,

many

ot the traditional students indicated the same.

Personal interviews

tended to somewhat. contradict the views that the traditional student
indicated on this matter.
While all but two traditional students indicated that they· did
not reel that they

had

a

part

in evaluating their

own

progress, all of

the experimental students telt they themselves had played a
that process.

part

in

All or those same experimental students indicated their

desire to take part in the process or evaluating their

own

progress .

A significant point might be made that t?ree of the traditional
students indicated that the student should not have a
that the student is not capable ,

and

part

would not be honest.

in evaluation;_
These students

stated that o� the teacher can properl,y evaluate the student .
writer feels that possibl,y the lac� of trust

and

The

responsibility delegated

to the students throughout the unit had resulted in the students' lack
ot confidence in their

own

ability to evaluate their

own

progress.

Personal interviews not o� introduced new student views to
the writer , but als.o supported most ot those views already' indicated

by

the questionnaire� ,

indicated

by

and

in some instances contradicted student views

the questionnaires.

All personal interviews utilized

for evaluation were held at the close or the color unit .
The students in the experimental group who did not complete
the questionnaire also did not use the 1 :art

..

·

lab or the color packet .

Those students treel.1' related to the writer that they were e�olled in
.

the course o� as a means ot receiving an "easy. credit ."

The students

further related, then, that they felt a desire to complete o� the work
.
'

•
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· required for

minimum

credit in the course.

instances the required use ot the lab
student s ,

and may

may

It is felt that in these
have been beneficial to these

even have motivated them to view the class as · more

than an "easy credit." . Those students in the traditional group who did
not complete the questionnaire consisted mostly of those who were dis
enchanted with the class and discontinued attending either the class or
.

the open lab.

More will be said concerning these students later.

· The writer feels that it is very important that the student
..

feel tree to make suggestions concerning the improvement of the class.
As previously stated, the questionnaires indicated that few students
in either group made many serious s�estions for ' class improvement.
or greater significance is the fact, though, that through personal

interviews, the majority of the experime�tal students re�ted that

: . they t� had few suggestions , '.
with the unit..

and

were more than generally pleased

.

.

They did relate, QOWever, that the provision ot the

suggestion box was appreciated,. but they preferred making suggestions
to ' the writer personally and felt free to do so.
On the other hand,

ll13l'lY,

1'

�

•

•••

•

t ;'
·

of the traditional students related ·

that, while they were displeased with

many

ways in which the unit was·

being approached, they . did no:t feel that there was a convenient oppoi-'.
tunity provided for them' to express their views.

or course, during

the personal interview, they seized the opportunity to · do so, and

' "'I \

. . .. . ..

.

•

related their wish that there had been several such opportunities
·throughout the Unit.
Interviews greatly cont:l.rmed the overwhelming view of a majority
of both groups t�at student-teacher conferences were. both the most fair

·-·····

•

·
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and the most beneficial means of student evaluation .

Many ot the

traditional students expressed the strong opinion that conferences
would have given the writer a much truer indication or their progress than tests and p�ojects that were unilatera� .graded

by

..

the

writer .
While most of the traditional students indicated through
the questionnaire that they were shown enough examples to aid them
in understanding and appreciating color, personal interviews revealed ma.iv contradictory feelings .

The opportunity to discuss

obviously confronted the traditional students with limited resources
.from which to draw .

On the other hand, the experimental students indi,,.

cated that they had been exposed to more than enough

examples

and

supplementary experiences, and, thus , were fortunately given the
opportunity to make ma.ey personal choices.

While the experimental

students seemed to have a great d�l of infonnation and experiences
to discus s , am seemed to enjoy doing so, the traditional students
seemed to .feel "on the spot" and obviously enjoyed their conferences .
less than the experimental students.
While the questionnaires indicated .that both groups equally
discussed color with others , the personal interviews revealed a great
.
.
deal of difference in what specifically was discussed.

The typical

traditional student confined his discussion of color to the specific
· assignment- upon which he was working.

The experimental student , mo�e

often than not , related that his discussion of color included a great
deal of theory , personal preference, color psychology ,

and

color history .

Both groups had been introduced· to the same information, but , again,
the teachin8'-learning approach had varied.

•

As was previously stated in the evaluation or the questionnaires,
many students ot both groups felt that they were unable to spend as

modules in the art department as needed.

many

Personal interviews indicated

that most or the tradi�ional students felt that they lacked sufficient
time to complete the required work (of comparable quantity to the
required work or the experimental. group) in order to meet a deadline •
.

In contrast to the above stated situation, many of the experi•

mental students related that they were able to spend ample time in the

art department to complete the required work, but lacked the time to
utilize the lab as much as they felt was needed or desired.

..

In

essence, the writer found one group or students attempting to complete
only the required work with difficulty and another group of students
attempting to avail themaelves of that which ia not required.
Contrary to what the questionnaires indicated, a significant
number of traditional students re+ated that they felt a need for a
greater opportunity to determine what they learn, and the method and
media through which they learn.

Both groups still related t,hat this

unit had given them an· opportunity to express themselves more th�
other units , but personal interviews revealed two diverse reasons
for such an opinion.

Both groups overwhelmingly related to the writer

that the medium itself (paiilt) had allowed them to express themselves
more thoroughly than any previous medium the class had. worked with.
The above seemed to be the sole reas�n for the traditional group ' s
opinion.

The experimental group further related that the teaching

learning approach hSd greatly enhanced both their opportunity al'.ld
their ability to express themselves.
. Personal interviews confirmed questionnaire opinions on all
.

•

..

•

'•

•

t
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other such matters as:

student plans to take other art courses; other

courses conducted in the same

manner

as the color unit ; student success

in the color unit ; future value of the color unitJ class structure ;

and

personal attention . from the writer.
The writer spent a great deal Qf time throughout both approaches

to color recording his personal . observations .

The use of such p�rsonal

observations permits a valuable comparison of student attitudes , and
particularly an· evaluation of the writer ' s effectiveness as an instructor.
As previously mentioned , the total scheduling of Freeport Senior
High School can be · termed as .flexible.

Properly utilized , this scheduling

can be of great advantage to both the student and the instructor.
Improperly utilized

by a tr�ditional approach to teaching and learning,
'

this scheduling can and did result in ineffectiveness.
Several situations might be. compared and contrasted.

To the

writer ' s advantage, one student from both the traditional and the ex
perimental° group was absent from his respective class for an extended
period of time.

Both of these students had previously displayed a very

positive attitude toward basic design.

Upon the traditional student ' s

· return, he required a great deal or personal direction from the writer.
The writer found that he did not have the. time immediately available to
work personally with the student , and , consequently, the student floundered.
When the writer did have time for explanations , it was obviously too late.
'

The previously enthusiastic student lost interest , felt def'�ated , related
that he felt the writer was not · interested

in him, and

eventuall3' failed
I

•

the course.

/

� contrasting situation··.:�=-be found in the · experimental group.
.

/

. ..
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An absence of comparable time to that experienced

by the traditional

student was faced with relatively little difficulty by the experiz_nental
student .

The writer, anticipating aey such possible absences , recorded

supplementary tapes th�t were deemed necessary to effectively explain
the assignments .

The experimental student involved related that the

supplementary tapes and the art lab were invaluable in his attempts to
complete what was missed.

The wr1ter was able to conter with the student ·

at a mutually' convenient time , neither the student or the writer teeling
inadequate .
Due t o a schedule conflict . with another class , one traditional
student had to arrive twenty minutes late to each basic design class.
Even though he was a relatively good student , he often needed a great
deal of explanation from the writer upon his arrival to class.

Neither

the writer or other students had ample time to help this student.
was no other source to which he

nrl;.&ht

turn.

Th�re

This was a good example ot

flexible scheduling without the . total conunitment of' the teacher.
Provisions can be made to cope with such situations.

An Audio-Tutorial

approach could have greatly alleviated this problem.
Another case in point is the traditional student who had to
secure employment at a time corresponding to his basic design class•
Desiring to complete the · class , the student confronted both himself
and the writer with mruzy- difficulties.

Arranging a mutually convenient

time to present even basic facts to the student . was difficult; the .writer
otten foregoing his obligation to other students in an attempt to assist
the student .

Had this student been in the experimental group, the

supplementary tapes and the art lab would have helped the situation ·
tremendousq.

Arr:/ time that the student and·the".writer shared together cCJU1:d
�-

....

•

.

. :
·;.:

•

'
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have been spent in much more profitable ways than makirig assignments.
It was observed that both groups asked a great number or questi�,
but the general context of the questions seemed to var:r according to
.
the group .

The traditional student seemed to confine his questions

predominantly to the specific studio assignment at hand .

He seemed

to be usually concerned with the clarity of the assignment .

The

ex-

.

perimental student more o.f'ten asked questions concerning such areas
as color theory

and

color psychology .

A summary of each assignment

was provided at the end of each , tape, readily available . to all students
Thus , the student and the writer were treed

of the experimental group.

more o.f'ten to discuss topics of greater consequence t�an the minor
details of' an assignment .

No such provisions were made in the tra

..

ditional approach.
It was observed that much more effective provisions were made
by the experimental approach for ifhe student who rapidly completed
the assigned work .

The ever-changing art lab was always · available

along with the taped explanation of future assignments.

The t.ra�itlonal

approach prov�ded much· less effective alternatives such as cleaning
the room, which amounted to

a

penalty rather than a reward.

On occasion several traditional students completed all the
assigned work.

.
The writer did not have time to introduc e the students

to new �ssignments , there were no other experiences provided for them.,
they had nothing to do, and consequently were bored.
interest , and attitude deteriorated.

Their enthusiasm,

Sadly so, more o.f'ten than not ,

�tnis was the predicament of the best students in the class.

One student

.
whos� attitude toward art surpr'isin� improved during the traditional
�

.

.

•

"-·- �
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approach to teaching and learning promptly completed the first assignment .
No class presentation had been made . for a new a�signment ; he too lacked
direction , and fell back into a "do nothing'' attitude.

Had these students

been in the experimental group , several provisions would have been made
for their uninterrupted and continued progress.
Another student in the traditional group had little memory
retention � and little capacity to comprehend without repetition.

The

writer did not have sufficient time to re-explain fundamental information
to the student .

This student was enthusiastic and had especially looked

forward to painting.

Due to the lack of time available for the writer

to work with him personally, the student seemed to 'achieve little.

An

Audi<>-Tutorial approach would have effectively satisfied this student ' s
need for repetition.
''
The situation of the above mentioned student can be compared
and contrasted to the situation of two educable mentally haru:J.icappec:l

( E. �·

H . ) students enrolled in the experimental class.

the same handicaps only to much greater degrees .

They too suffered·

These E. M. H. students

seemed to accomplish more and enjoy . this unit more than aey previous unit
(also determined

by

the questionnaires and personal interViews) .

Their

retention or basic material noticeably improved as did their desire to
learn.

The Audie>-Tutorial approach freed the writer to work personally

with the E. M. H. students more. · The visual materials in the . lab, the
·::opportunity to determine what

and

when they learned , and the opportunity ·

to operate the equipment in the lab had a significantly positive effect
on these students .
The incidence of class cuts in the t�aditional group increased
considerab� during the color unit , while the incidence ot class cuts

' :
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in the experimental group remained relatively the same as during
previous units.

Class cuts in the traditional group were most preva-.
It was found that

lent on the day used for class lectures and tests.

several students in th� traditional group cut their forty-minut� · class
to attend the experimental group's large-gr�up session even though they
lmew they W?uld be penalized for missing their scheduled class.
.

They

later related to the writer that they enjoyed the experimental group's

·

large-group session and felt they had profited considerably by attending •
Two of the traditional students were officia� dropped from the class

.

by the school administration for ·excessive cuts.
'

These students were
'

.

.,

'

previously mentioned as not completing the questionnaires . ·
Af'ter completion of the color unit, both the traditional group
and the experimental group began new units identical in content and approach.
Any poor attitudes and lack of enthusiasm developed during the traditional

approach to color carried over into
this unit , while the positive
•

.

attitudes and enthusiasm developed during the experimental approach to
color were also maintained.
Even though the writer attemptd to personally maintain the same
degree of enthusiasm in both approaches , he constantly found that pre
senting material in the traditional manner was boring and that his feeling
of boredom seemed to be transmitted ·to the students .

One must realize

that the instructor' s attitude is very hard to conceal from the students.
The writer of'ten found that his unavoidable enthusiasm during the experimental class had a positive effect on the students.
While student attitudes and enthusiasm see(Jled to be the greatest
,,,

indication of the success or failure of eith�r approach, student grades
must certai.nq be considered. l'It was
.
.... .

f�

that the two groups had

•

ir:
t; .·
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. .

achieved approximately the same grade balance during the previous grade
period of basic design, thus a worthwhile comparison can be made ot both
the previous period grades and those of the color unit.
During the prev:ious grade period, of a total of twent)"'-two
students , a survey of the eventual tra�it�onal group grades indicated

two A ' s , five B' s , ten C ' s , four D ' s , and one incomplete.

Of a total

of ei�teen students in the eventual experimental group, the same survey
indicated five A ' s , three B' s , seven C ' s , and three D ' s .
. failures in either group.

There were no

One then finds that each group had approximate]¥

the same percentage of A' s and B' s collectively and C ' s and D ' s collective]¥.
At the conclusion of the color unit , a survey of the traditional
group grades revealed no A ' s , eight B ' � , three C ' s , eight D ' s , and three
F's.

The same survey of the. experimental group grades revealed eight

A ' s , four B' s , three C ' s , and three D ' s .
'

While the traditional groyp increased the number ot B ' s by three ,
the number of A ' s reduced to zero.

The experimental group not only in

creased the number of A ' s and B's by !our, but also increased the number
o! A ' s by three .
The traditional group decreased the number of C ' s and D ' s by
three, but , in turn, added three F' s .

The experimental group decreased

the nµmber of C ' s and D ' s by four and maintained no failures.
Most of the personal conf'erences with the experimental students
indicated that the art lab was helprul and interesting .

Several students

: related that the atmosphere of the room was very important ( shaping ot the
environment) and felt that the room was very conducive to learning.
r

Several students suggested that more .examples. ot student work be used in
.

.

the· ·lab , a suggestion to which the writer will certainly comply •
.

.

.

Such

•
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ongoing evaluation
valuable suggestions con!'irm the importance of an
.
:.:.

or

any

.

and

program as already indic�ted in the "survey or the literature

.

research."
. The questions in the color packet often initiated student
teacher conversations with students that had previously been relative]T
non-verbal.

Many enthusiastic conversations were prompted.

variety or experiences provided ; in the art lab .

by

the

It was refreshing tor

both the writer and the students to use our personal contact time diecussing theory and attitudes rather than fact.
Initially indicating the positive value or the color packet ,
many students also made valuable S'18gestions for its improvement .
Several students felt that most of the information introduced in the ·.
lab was interesting and helpful , but that questions need not. be asked
in the color packet concerning such aspects as the history ot color.
They felt that the personal color •choice questions were probably the
most helpful and the most interesting .
It was further suggested th�t more questions be

put

or "things to think about" rather than "things to .answer ."

in the fonn
One student

did not feel that written completion or the color packet was necessary,
but that a general review of the packet was of great value.

While

the same student did not feel that he had enjoyed the color unit

any

_

more

than other unit s , he felt he had the opportunity to learn a great deal
more.

The students often stressed that the questions in the color

packet should be related to th� student s • everyday life, thus indicating
.

the importance or teacher prepared materials .

.

Concerning the comparative value or a specific tape, the writer
was unable to determine througq..· student 'questionnaires

and

personal
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conferences that one tape was generally more enjoyable or more effective
than the other.

While one tape was predominantly general and one pre-

dominantly factual, student needs for both types of information �ended
to be satisfied .

There were strong individual student preferences, but

the tape preferences of the members of the group tended to be equally
divided .

There was , however, a general desire for the availability ot

the selection of more taped presentations .
As previously indicated, the suggestion box was used very
little.

The conferences gave the_ experimental students ampl'e opportunit)"

to make verbal suggestions ,
way .

and

they seemed to prefer to do so in that

This situation indicates the "sharing'' atmosphere that is possible

when the Audio-Tutorial approach to teaching and learning trees the
.

\,

teacher from rote tasks,

and

makes time available for greater student-

teacher interaction.
Since the use of the art tab was strictly voluntary, a comparison
of the degree to which various students used the lab and the individual
results would be in order.

or the total students enrolled in the experi-

mental group , those who used the · a rt

·

lab tended to feel · the most

.

successful, and seemed to have a generally more positive attitude about
what they had learned �

Those students not using the lab ( �en those· . .

with previously very positive attitudes ) seemed to be less posit �ve,

and

demonstrated less enthusiasm than these using the lab .

The students who did not :: use the lab tended to f'eel the possibility
that they would not like other classes conducted in the same

manner

•.

Those students who did not use the lab accounted for the three D ' s at the
close of the color unit.

Those same .students did teel, however , ' that .. .

they had received ample personal attention· from the writer during the

'

.

.•

color unit , the lack or which t�ey had previous]¥ complained about .
.
The writer gradually came to the conclusion that the use or the lab
should have been compulsary to a minimum degree.

or course,

rnaizy"

alternatives would have been available within the lab.
One student who did not use the art lab answered a number
or general questions in the color packet .

The writer is pleased. that

at least the color packet gave the student the impetus to think about
color

and

form individual opinions .

Several students indicated that this was the first unit that
they had felt a desire to work on their own.

A pre:vious� disinterested

student related that the interplay �r the tape
important .

art

and

the teacher was veey

The same student appreciated· the opportunity to use the

lab at a time or his choosing , ·

and

spent more time iii the

art

department than before.
The ways

and

reasons for !hich the lab was used were varied .

Those students who used the lab in the company ot others seemed to enjoy it the most

and

tended to relate that they profited trom · the lab
The writer observed a great deal of profitable

the most .when with others .

student · interaction during a "conununal" use or the lab .

One student

related that she made the bes� use or the lab when she "just didn't
· feel like painting."

It ·might be mentioned that the traditional student

.

had no such .alternative.
It became quickly evident to the writer that the method or
·learning that is best ror on� individual is

not

best for all.

Some

.students profit most from listening , some from looking, some from reading,
I

aome . frona discussing; all methods must be available .

'•

Some stUdents felt

.
that they profited little _frO{D ,t.hf9 tapes , but gained a great deal
.

.

.

- · -··
·

.

�rom

•

·

·
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the packet .

The reverse situation was also true.

Others felt that

the visual material provided in the lab was the most valuable, wh�le
.

.

some preferred reading the many printed materials available in the lab .
One student fo\Uld the tapes vecy boring, but spent a great
deal of time listening to them with a friend.

He expressly liked the

group sharing of student work during the large-group sessions.

Obvious}T

the large-group sessions and even the use of the tape with a friend
satisfied the student ' s need for group interaction.

The same student·

who did not like the tapes found the color packet and the visual materials
in the lab both helpful and enjoyable .

considerably during the color unit .

.

This student raised his grade .

.

Few observations of the traditional group do other than con
firm that which has already been stated,

A general observation ot the

tradition&!· group would be that of "tightness" and unmotivation.
One additional significan� observation should be related; the
effect of the traditional test on the attitude of the students .

The

incidence of class cuts on the days that a test was scheduled has already
been discussed.

Tests· from the previous week were handed back to the

students at the beginning of a class period.
test , with

no

Seeing the results ot the

opportunity for student explanation or defense , ruined

the rest of the class for

many

of the students.

A greater lack of

enthusiasm, and an increase in potential discipline problems seemed to
plague the class as students attempted to "cover up" tor their bad
.

.

grades.
•

'

.

.

. _,

.

'

'

:

CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For the sake of a conclusion , the writer hopes that 'his attempts
might be termed as innovative .

For that rea�on it is not surprising that

a number or problems and/or deficiencies have been revealed .

Finding

the problems is one of the moat: significant aspects of educational
change .

None of the problems seems insoluble though , so the writer

looks forward to determining and implementing their solutions .

There

are several problems and possible soluti�ns that merit special mention.
It is regrett,61 that an accurate account was not kept ot the
number of hours that were required to develop the experimental color
.

unit.

"
It can only be stated that the amount ot time required to·--de-

velop only one unit seems formidable , even though definitely worthwhile.
The interview with Dr. Patrick J. Docter revealed the · great amount ot
time required to effectively develop an innovative program ,

and

also

/

revealed the need for some type of released time allotted to the
individual making such an attempt . · It would seem to the writer that

r. .
.

such released time would be the first step in solving other problems
to be discussed later .
'

It is the intention o f the writer

and

I'

is recommended that other . .

art educators ·take note of the philosophy of the St. Louis--St . Louis
County Junior College District, and attempt. to encourage the adaptation
or a similar philosophy in their respective districts.

To encourage

racult7 members to explore better ways or reaching the objectives or
.

.
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the district, a policy approved by the Board of Trustees enables the
three campuses of the district to aliocate a portion of the instructional .
budget tor released time for research and development projects.
Faculty members or the district are expected to revise and

1m-

prove their courses and to develop instructional materials as part ot
their regular assignments .

The faculty is alert to new approaches

across the country and follows up such leads. ' Some innovation has resulted from such cues , and some· from local ingenuity.

It is reported

that such activity has resulted in the growth o! a healthy , pragmatic
attitude which might be expressed in this way:

"Nothing but the very

best will do tor our students , and the best has not yet been found."

( 115 ,

P•

680)
As previously indicated, it was gradually concluded that the

. use or the · color lab should be .comJ>:Ulsory to a miilimum degree . . That
being the case, the writer now aasumes the responsibility ot further
. .

developing the lab to include 'more instructional material alternatives
or content options; each alternative · or option geared to achi�� the
same objectiv�.

The need for more diverse alternatives became apparent

as the writer became increasingly aware or the great diversity or
student preferencee of ways and materials with which to learn.

It is

also concluded and reconvnended; ' that the students should be' given a more
active part in constructing and developing the art lab .
It is concluded that the writer needs even more extensive and .
more frequent means of determining the level or achievement of each
student than was provided by the experimental teaching-learning approach
to color.
·
'

'

Thus, it is recommended that, in addition to personal

conferences , there be written ·�t.ests" devised that will be used onq

•
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as a means to make an ongoing determination of an individual student ' s
!

I

'

level of achievement , and as a means to assist the involved teacher to
turther guide the student past that level.

Such a test should have no

bearing on the student ' s grade . ·
Pr�bably the most obvious and very likely the most important
conclusion concerning the total improvement of the experimental approach
to teaching

and

learning is that there is a great need for a close

relationship between the Freeport Senior High School Art Department
and the Freeport Junior High School Art Department . · According to

:1

.

,:
'�

Robert Heinrich, "t,he introduction of techn?logy into any process

I

leads to the concept of systems and the systems approach • • •"
(An approach that the writer has attempted to adopt.).

''r

he importan� .·

point is that instructional technology refers to a systems approach
to the entire educational process."

(62, p. 222)

Thus , the writer

cannot confine his concern to o� one small segment of the child ' s
development .

Of course the elementary program must also be plac.ed in

an integral position within the system, but the junior high school is
particularly significant to the specific situation since the basic
design course involved is offered at both the junior high school
the senior high school.

and

It has been recommended to the junior high

'
school art staff that a sharing of pbjectives , goals , and instructional
innovation be instituted.
In all teaching it seems that each lesson is based on the
assumption that when a presentation begins, every student can perform
at an assumed achievement level. · Of course this assumption is not true.

•

Therefore, with weekly scheduled large-group instruction, one must ·assume
that tor some students the presen�ation is out ot sequence.

Instructiona�,
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then, large-group instruction was not as compatible with individualization
or instruction as the writer had hoped .

Unfortunately , today , many schools

have little choice of making major modifications in their large-group
pattern or instruction!

In many instances there is no way that . the

problems that we race without large-group �struction can be handled
administratively or economically .
.

·

It must be stated that the large-

group form of instruction is very valid because at this time it seems
no better alternatives are available.
Faced with the imperfection of the large-group form of in-

·

struction , it is recommended that . all art educators involved with

I
'f

such instruction make a concerted effort to determine the various
levels or achievement

�!

the individual students in any one large

group and attempt to include in the presentation a minimum or material
appropriate ror each student .

The previously mentioned "tests" might

well serve the purpose of determiQing individual levels of achievement ,

and thus determining appropriate material for the large-group presentation. ·
Digressing back momentarily to pertinent literature , it would
seem appropriate to refer to an article by Robert M. Diamond .

According

to· Diamond , within the next decade , computer directed and assisted
instruction , dial access , and video and audio cartridge tape-slide
sequences will be available and financially practical.

He further

states that we will be able to ideally mold the instructional sequence
to the needs or the individual student .

What is now large-group instruction

will not necessarily change in format or presentation technique , but
will no longer be located in its present trame ot reference.

Diamond

reels that the large-group presentation or today could become one or
the independent learning sequences of tomorrow.

(.39 , P• 16)

•
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Arter reviewing a significant three year study, it is :imperative
to note that the electronic computer can perform the following tunetionss

1.

Responding to the learning objectives identified by
the teacher and/or the · students, it can provide an
appropriate content ( subject-matter) outline.

2.

By taking into consideration the variables of learning
objectives and the characteristic composition of the
class , it can suggest ; (a) significant large-group .
activities; ( b ) significant small-group activities;
( c ) significant instructional materials for the entire
group.
By taking into consideration the variables of learning
objectives and characteristics of each learner, it can
suggest suitable instructional material and individual
activities for each student , p�r e�ch objective chosen.

..

Of course, the art educator must determine the appropriate data to
which he wishes the computer to respond

and

(59, P• 35)

then he could take ad

vantage of 8.1:f¥ or all of the above functions of the computer.

It

is reconunended that art educators come . t o see the computer as their
"slave," not as their "master."

lhe use of the computer could have

saved the writer considerable time, solved many of the writer' s problems,

and

at the same time, and most important , the computer could have in

creased the effectiveness of the writer while developing

and

.

instit�ting

his teachin&-learning approach to color.

Macy art educators unmoved bi the new media and technology

and

their importance should take a closer look around their schools

and

homes at the new breed of high school students.

According to

John M. Culkin , today' s students are "immersed in a sea of conununications ." .
Culkin aptly states that if we are interested in students , we should
want to "teach them how to swim in these uncharted waters.''
Bob I>Tlan singes

"The times they are a-changint • ".
.

(27,

We must
guard
.

P• 12)

•

..

;.•
:-·
,.,;· · ·
i

against what Bruce Diering at the

1965

National Conference on Higher

Education called "blind conservatism;" a characteristic resistance
i

that labels a new technology as ! "threatening to standards," when what
it really challenges are merely . our ingrained habits

and

prejudices.

Eldon J . Ullmer has suggested four distinct phases in the
instructional design process.

· .

Instructional objectives are specified , test items
are construct ed, and , if helpful , a behavior analysis
of th_e compet encies to be learned is made.

2.

Essential content is identified, existing materials
selected, media selections from new materials are
made, and a sequence of instructional events is
tentatively structured.

4.

New materials are programmed o r scripted, · produced
and tested. Materials are revised witil effective
and a final specification of the instructional system
is made.

·,•

The instruction is carried out and evaluated, and
the instructional system is accepted or revised as
indicated by performance data witil acceptable quality
has been attained .
( 114, P• 13)
·

In developing a systems appr'oach to color, the writer has generally
.

followed the above steps

and

is still involved in step· number 'fo\ir.

As a result , the writer · has happily foWld his role as a teacher change
to an emphasis on diagnosis of pupils ' strengths

and

weaknesses , pre-

scription of instructional tasks, individual assistance to students ,

and

guidance.

·

As a bonus , the · writer has fo\llld ·that he has illuminated -

his own envirorunent .

He has joined the students in learning, rather

than enjoining them to learn.

P•

They are as follows:

1.

)•

(62,

Perhaps the chief value of the emergillg

educational technology , and , specifically, of this attempt at innovation
is that properly researched, developed ,

and

.

evaluated , it has the

potential tor giving the teacher time for t.he really important things ,
.
the things that cannot be done by a book or a machine.

221)
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Specifically speaking of the writer' s attempt to compare a
traditional teaching-learning approach to art education to a systematic
approach to art education, it seems that the preceding "evaluation and
appraisal or the outcome" sh�uld speak for itself.

Att.empting to ma�

tain . the complete objectivity as stated in the "hypothesis," it has been . .
indicated that the experimental approach to teaching and learning is .
not a "cure-all."

The writer stiil faces

many

problems , but the problems

obvious� are of far less consequence than those encountered . in the ·
traditional approach to teaching and learning.
After researching , developing, instituting,
an

�

evaluating ·

approach to teaching and learning in art education that utilizes

the instructional technology that is economica� available and a part
. .
of the environment , this writer . reaffirms the statement first presented in the "survey of literature

and

research" :

whether to use educational techno].ogy wise�
.

.

whether to use it reluctant� � inept�,

'

and

and

The o� choice is

purposeful.:cy, or

without purpose •

.

(30,

P•

610)

"

-;
. .. .. '.·
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The following questions

APPENDIX

by

the writer

Patrick J . Docter are the result or a

1971

and

answers

by

Dr. :

interview concerning

the Audi�Tutorial Life Science Program at Eastern Illinois University.
Generals

.

.

Q.

How long has the program been running?

A.

Two years •

Q .· · How difficult was it to "sell" the program to the proper
authorities?
A.

Af"ter a visit t o Purdue University , it was felt that this approach
must be at least tested in an attempt to create uniformity among
the various class sections of the course • .

Q.

How large of staff' is needed as ·compared to before?

.A.

The same number of' staff' members is utilized as before .
F.conomical.ly, the staff could have been reduced, but F.astern' s
primary concern was uniformity .

Q.

How large ot start
would be needed for a traditional approach?
.

A.

Probab� larger .

Q.

How

. A.

. .

.

maey

students are involved during a typical grade periOd

1000
Is it worth all the time

Q.

How well is the program doing?

A.

Yes I · Definite advantages include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

and

( quarter) ?
expense?

Greater personal contact with the student .
Students learn better
Greater opportunity for the students t o ask questions
{ many more questions are asked) .
500 students per quarter occuw onl.¥ one room. This is
a great real estate savings.
On the college level, graduate students can serve as tutors.
•

.
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•
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Q.

What if this approach were applied to all other areas?
it lose its affect due to lack of novelty?

Would

A.

Yes, if the same person set up all of the programs. If different
individuals set up each progr� , there would be no lose of effect.

Q.

What means have been used for student evaluation of the program?

A.

The F.astern Illinois University. standard teacher evaluation form
has been used although it is applied to the program as a whole
and not to an individual instructor.

Instructor Attitude:
Q.

How well have the instructors accept the program?

A.

Nearly 10<1fo of the instructors were skeptical at the inception
of the program, while nearly 1� are "sold" on the program now.

Q.

How much time is required of the instructor as compared to the

.!

traditional approach?
A.

More actual contact time is spent with the student s , but less .
�ime is spent in preparing teats, grading, etc.

Facilities and F.quipment--Cost of Operation:
Q.

A.

Q.

.

What is the approximate cost of the facility?

�
)

There is approximate
$15 ,000 worth of A.T. equipment in the
room ($300 per carrel . There have been 2810 students who have
,.. used the facilities in eight quarters, which amounts to approximateq
.
·· $5.50 per student • In four' years the cost per student will be
down to about one dollar.
After initial installation, how does the cost to operate compare
· to the traditional approach? .

A.

The total outlay for· teacher salary at F.astern remained the same.
The A. T. Biology program saved greatly by the cut in the cost of
duplicate equipment and multiple copies.

Q.

What changes have been made since the initial installation of the
program?

A.

Various improvements have been made in written material, tests,
and the �sical set up ot the · class.

·

'

.

I

...

•
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Q.·

.

,

How well have the facilities been taken care of?

A . With a total of 3300 students in this p�ogram at both Eastern
Illinois University and Purdue University during the last four
years , �here has been a loss of three sets of earphones ( $60) ,
and sixteen tapes ( $24) . The lab is not left unattended , and
the students . seem to appreciate the freedoms they have been given
.

.

..

•

Tue Student:

Q.

How much time is required of· �he student as compared to a
traditional approach?

A.

The student spends an average of 3Ht hours per week as
compared to 6 hours per week under the traditional approach.

Q.

Are you pleased with the student initiative in pursuing
independent study?

A . Yes. Some students need to be reminded or the consequences
if they don't work hard enough. They are reminded that it
they don't intend to work that . they should drop the course.
!

Achievement:
Q.

How well do students achieve. compared to a traditional approach?

A.

Last spring quarter there were 7zt/o A ' s and B' s , an -. increase ·
from 48% the first quarter that the program was initiated. The
grades are vecy contradictocy to the normal curve.

Q.

Should most grades .fall wit�in .t �e A-B range?
.·

A. Yes-Ideal� 85%·
Additional Comments:

Anyone setting up such a program should be given release time
to do so. The time required to set up the program is tremendous.
Depending upon what system the school is on, a minimum ot one quarter
or semester release time should be given.
One advantage of the program is that the students detect their
difficulties vecy early in the course (much earlier than in the traditional
approach) , and consequently , either seek help and work harder or drop
the course. The Audio.:rutorial course now covers 3o% more material
than was previous]¥ covered in the traditional approach.

•

../

;: .·
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STUDENT
ACTIVITY .

TAPE SCRIPT I

CORRESPONDING
SUDF.S

.'
"'· .

*In4�����_p_J�-��s>_r.Q._�L�!mal To �d:r!ln..9_� §.lig�
·· - · · ---_ :c
·-· ·
-+
composite slide *Man' s search for color is as old as civiliof various
zation . Mediteranean artists discovered the
sources or color
_

_

ink · sac of the cuttlefish which supplied them
with sepia .

From a· tiey insect called

cochineal , early Peruvians and Mexicans obtained a deep red.

Blue and green are often

found together in the form of crystals of
copper carbonat�.

For use as paint or dye ,

they were mixed with something like animal
fat .
Murex shell

The leaves . of the indigo plant were used

in dying textiles , producing a dark blue. *
The more highl,y prized purple was obtained

grass

from this Murex · shell.* · ·You have probabl,y
discovered color sources yourself in the form.

.

of grass stains , or possibl,y from squeezing
black cat

.

a wild berry_ or piece of fruit .*
The meaning that different colors hold for
each .of

green, purple,
yellow,
.
blue�
( solid color
slides)

1- .
I
1
!

I
i

�::.-· ·

us

is interesting to me.

a black cat may mean bad luck.·*
green.*
yellow.*

Passion is purple.*

For example,
Envy is .

ribbons.

.I.

·

If your. blue , that� s bad, but it

your true. blue , that' s good as are blue
Are these other colors ..that have

specific meanings to you?

.

.,

A coward is

.

"J . ·

.

.i'

1 .

I

I

I

·
.

.

: called upon to
answer question.
.
I

j

I

I
'!
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SLIDES

red ( solid
color slide)

TAPE SCRIPT I
( continued)

*Primitve

man

assigned . magical properties to

color.

One million years ago man noticed that
.
blood is red, so he believed that red itself
.

j
.. :-··· ·

STUDmT
ACTIVITY

-·

;

gave life , and he covered his dead with re�
clay to give them eternal. life.

Later the

early Greeks believed all matter was composed
ot four elements.
each one of these.
painting ot
the sun

They assigned a color to

Earth was green; air,

yellow; water, blue; fire, red.*

A long time before scientists knew that the
source of all color was the sun, the Egyptians
bestowed on Ra,* their sun god, the rank of the

Ra

first king of Egypt .

Because purple was the · · -.; ·- 

most difficult of all colors for the Egyptians
to make ,* purple became the color of

purple ( solid
color slide)
precious stone

Ra and of

all kings since.*
Throughout history , gems or precious stones
have .been treasured for how strong their color
is.

Turquoise it was believed could detect

poison, and a ruby eould preserve health.
Different societies endowed the same colors

.

.

bridal

gown

I
j with different powers .*

I

To signify her purity,

a western bride wears white, an Indian b�ide

I wears red and an Israeli bride wears yellow.

!

,
..... ..

�..
,-.
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TAPE SCRIPT I
. (continued)
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SLID.ES
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STUDENT
ACTIVITY

I guess I always assumed that white was a
.. ..

landscape

symbol for purity throughout the world.*

In certain primitive cultures , no word exists
'

:

for such colors as blue and green.

The

primitive people would describe blue and green
as like the sky and like the leaves .

Today most of

I

'

us

can call to mind only. about

thirty names o! co�ors, and even .these have
undergone great changes.

Have you ever heard .

of gules socks or nankeen mittens?

If you

asked a sales lady for these in Medieval
England you would have gotten yellow gloves
and red hose.

You might turn off the tape at·

.
this point and glance through one or the mail- Turn. off the tape
move to another
·
ord_er catalogs in the room. Notice the names part of room,
· glance through
printed material
of colors used today.
with specific
objective .
Color plays a very important part in our
supe!'-scientific society.
.

.

Color is at the

heart of the quantum theory of peysics which .

'

is basic to today's atomic science.

Color is that portion or the waves or radiant
energy that .we can see. · Just as we can hear
only a limited range or sound waves, we can
butterf"lies

�

II

1
also only see a small portion of color waves.*

.

. i

I
i

CORRESPONDING

SLID�
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TAPE SCRIPT I
(continued)

STUDENT
ACTIVITY

Certain butterflies are able to see ultra,

violet colors , colors that are invisible to
us.

Newton ' s prism

*As recent� as

1666,

.

Isaac Newton noticed

.

'

how sunlight was affected by passing thr<;>ugh
a glass prism.·

He then formulated his theory

I

that white light is reaJ4r made up of all the
colors in the c spectrum.

�

•.,;

:...·
. ·

··

�

.

and step to the window.

Turn off the tape

There you will find

a prism, and if there is aey sun, y� shOuld
be able to see wh�t Newton saw <Ner 300 years
ago.
'.

I

Turn

Move to another
part of the room.
Find out . the
effect ot light
passing through
a prism�

As I mentioned before, ear� man found his
colors in nature.

Because different plants

and animals are native to different parts of ·
the world , the colors used by different
peoples were often a matter of availability
Peruvian
tapestry

rather than preference . *

It was easy for a

_ _ __

Peruvian to harvest cochineal bugs for his
reds but this color was out of the. Eurppean' s .
reach until the Spanish conquered the New
World.

Although gold and spices helped to

activate the ear� voyages of tiiscovery , new

and exotic colors were also high on the meiPrimitve man

dec orated with
bodv naint

chant ' s priority lists.*
'

:'

qft the tape

i

!.

1

.i
I
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TAPE SCRIPT I
. (continued)

STUDmT
ACTIVITY

.
Man' s earliest use of color was to decorate
same as above
cosmetic ad

his body,�* a practice that c.ontinuea _today
in the form of a mtilti-million dollar
cosmetics business in the U. s. alone .

The

early purpose of this decoration was for proreligious vestment (colored)

.

:, ·,

tection against evil, not beauty.*
Symbolism of color has played an important
role in religion.***

vestments (2)
white vestment
red, blue
( �olid ;color
slides) . .
green,
· purple ,
black.
.

'

heraldic shields

In Christiariity, white

indicates purity and joy;* red, charity;*
blue , truth;. *green, hope and life �ez
lasting;* purple sorrow and

su.fi"ering;*

black, death.*
. ..
One of the earliest formal uses or color was
in heraldry, a Medieval system for identifying
men· in armor.

knight in armor

Ea.ch heraldic color signified

a specific virtue.* At first, each nobleman
chose his own symbols and colors, which he
wore into battle or tournament to identify
himself.

Otherwise, entirely clad in armor,

with his face hidden by a visor, he was
lmown to .friend or eneR\'{•

un-

Eventually the

king assigned desired colors as a reward for
valorous deeds, like red which attested to
•

the bearers courage .

Can you compare various

athletic uniforms used by our school to the
•

•

....

I

l

!
!

.

. I

M':.

'
.•

;'

.

.

"
,•

.
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�·

Medieval use of cplor?
Hunter in
scarlet· coat

STUDENT
ACTIVITY

Our players need to

be recognized · a� o·*

Asked to relate
the material to
his eve17da)"
lite.

Another heraldic tradition or color, one that
has carried over to modern times is that of
the hunter wearing scarlet.

The reason £or

this color is not tor · eaEJY recognition in the
field, but because in the days when the king
owned all the hunting lands, those he allowed
autwnn

to hunt wore the

�ing's

scarlet uniform.*

We see color everywhere in nature , but nature'
colors are constantly changing.

Sometimes

these changes are real; ;1n autumn, for example

.

when a chemical change takes place within the
colored fish

leaves.*

1

.

·

I

But, often these changes are just

ap�ent , as in brilliantly colored fish that
turn drab out 0£ the water.

To understand color in nature , we must undeistand something about the ways in which light
reaches the human eye and how the f!fe reacts
to them.

Nobody knows exactly how the human

eye .tUnctions .

The simplest explanation of

color is that natural pigments in plants and
animals absorb certain colors ani reflect back
to our eyes only the remaining colors which .
we see .

........

... ... ..
;

..

"

. .

.,., .

.
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TAPE SCRIPT I
(continued}

Before light : reaches our eyes from objects in

•

nature , it may be disturbed in a variety of
:.;

Butterf'.cy wings

ways.

There are two conunon tricks of nature

that affect color.*

One is called interfE)renc

•

"

It is caused by a transparent film like oil
on a butterfly' s wing.

When light strikes

this film , some of it is reflected from the
mirror-like surface of the film, .while some of
it passes throtigh the film�and is reflected
·.

Butterf''.cy wing

by the butterf�' s wing.*

Sometimes this

double reflection interferes with colors of
one or another wave length and they are not
seen.

Different wave lengths of light are
•

affected by the different thicknesses of the
Oil slick

transparent. film.*

l .

. .

This is why an oil slick,

·constantly changllig in thickness, 'eems to
Sey

change colors.*
The second of nature' s color tricks is known
as refraction which occurs when an object
like a drop of water acts as. a tiny prism
'

and break up light into it' s spectral colors•
Rainbow

as in the case of a rainbow.*

It was re-

fraction that Ne�rt.on witnessed when sunlight ;
passed through his prism.
an:r

rainbows recent�?

Have you not.iced

•

Called upon to
answer question•
·

�'
''· ..
t.
"
'
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Peacock feather

*Color as a means of camouflage is of vital
importance in the animal world .

Even the

most distinctive animal markings serve the

In many species of

purpose of camouflage .

birds , the male , who ' s role is to hunt for
food among the mu+ti-colored leaves and flower ,
i.s endowed with bright markings which blend
camouflagaibird

while his mate is

into his surroundings, *

protected as she sits in the nest

by

a much

f'uller plummage which matches the dried out
camouflaged bird

grasses of the nest.*

The most elaborate

ex-

ample of color camouflage among living
creatures is the flatid bug, a moth .

There

· are rna?'zy' different colors of flatid bugs ,
when landing , they arrange themselves

and

on

branches so their pattern looks like a nower
growing on the branch.

camouflaged
plane

*Although hunters have always used it to
advantage, camouflage

by

man

has genera�

been restricted to warfare and has become a
science since World War I .

According to the

book, The Magic of Color , it is interesting
to note that. it took the Battle of

1914

to

teach the French that red pants and blue
tunics made · perfect targets for the eneJJG'.

.
,.

•
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I assume that the same was true o.r the British
during our Revolutioey Wlr.

What types of war

Called upon to
ah�wer qu�stion.

camouflage do you know of?

various bird
species

*Man is still finding new uses for color .

For

example , many species and sub species �.r birds
can only be distinguished by

examining

minute

'

variations in feather coloring with a spectrophotometer.

· without this accurate system ot

identification, hundreds ot bird species would
be unclassified�

Color underwent a major scientific revolution
about a centuri ago.

Its caus e , like that of..

many other s�ientific discoveries, was acci

dental.

In 1858,

William Henry Perkin acci-

. dentally ma.de the first synthetic c olor.
.

Now ,

synthetic dyes are developed in thousands of
new colors evecy year .

Can you imagine how

limited our colors would be if
of colors were still plants

our

and

on:cy source

Asked to
imagine a
theoretica1
situation.

animals?

. •I

.Ea.ch color seems different to ·Our eyes when
set in a different background .
fir.st persons to study this
�

One of the

phenomenon

was

the 19th century French chemist Michael
Chevreul , director ot a famous rug .ractoey.

•
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Complaints about the quality or certain colors
in his rugs led him to a lite long study or
the effect ot contiguous colors on one another
At this point , it should be interesting tor
.you to turn orr the tape and preview the wall
panel titled "contiguous colors."

Turn orr the

tape and refer
to material in
a different
part. ot the room .

Chevreul' s work · greatly influenced the
Impressionist
paintings

Impressionist pa.inters' use of color. •••••
The Impressionists followed the theory that
no exact colors existed.

·: .

In other words ,

all colors are aff'ected by their surrowidings .
They noticed that , while the mind knew the
foliage of 'a mowitain to be green, as the

:

.

mowitain receded into the distance, the at. mosphere , act.ing as a filter, caused the eye
to see it in shades of' blue and lavender.
Th�y eliminated th� earth colors f'r,om their
, paint�gs and used only color� of the spectrwn
They did not

mix

only with white.

these with each other, but
They layed the unmixed color

side by side with short distinct brush strokes
The closer you become to an Impressionis� .
painting, the less inteUigible are· the hea'V7.
layers of jtDCl:.aposed paint , but seen from a
proper distance the effect ot luminosity and
Pointillist
painting

integration is realizeci•*

It was Seurat

and

..
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other Pointillists who first tried to make

a formula for this optical mixture or color.
The Pointillists used smaller arxl more uniform
size dabs or color than the Impressionists .
See if you can ·pick out the Impressionist
Pointillist reproductions in our halls .

and

The

small books laying near the slide projector
. ..

�-.......,,

may be helpful to you.

.

You will also find a
Asked to make
observations
around the school,

reproduction : or an Impressionist painting
I

!

in the lab . · !
Like so

Suggested that
the student look
at specific
books and repro
ductions .

other folklore notions , the idea

many

that col.ors affect people psychologically has
been found to h'ave a scientific bas.is.
'

We

.'
i .

speak or the : red end of the spectrum ' s colors
Red spectrwn

as warm, and . the violet end as cool.*
It has recently been discovered that in fact
the warm colors actually quicken your pulse
and raise yo� blooq pressure , both of which

Cool spectrwn

.
effects would make you feel warmer ,* while

·1 .

cool colors reduce pulse rates and blood
pressures .

Blue , for example, has been re-

·ported to decrease

glandular

activity in

humans even to the pqint. of interfering with
the healing of wounds ,

and

to retard the de- ·

velopment of certain plants.

.

..

•,'l

I

- I.I .
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The effect of color on human morale and
efficiency has been widely studied for buainess as well as psychological purposes.

When

the Bureau or Internal Revenue recently repainted one or its offices in bright pastels ,
average prod�ctivity increased aver five per

cent per employee .
the

art

' .

How does the color of

room 1 effect you?

Are there some rooms

in the school that because of their color
you can wor� better in?

Called. upon to
. answer questions
indicating ·
pre�erence.

Hospitals and factories choose exactly .
opposite colors for their own purposes.

The

manufacturer wants his products to �ttract the
attention of potential customers so he chooses
exc�ting colors for packages , often purposely
using colors that clash.

The hospital's

. neutral tones or pastels are selected for the
ability to soothe and cheer.

This would be a

·

good time to turn off the tape and refer to
the panel concerning packaging.
packages do you like the best?
Fashion colors

your attention the most?

Why?*

Which
Which attract

Turn off · the · tape
and refer to
material in a
different pa.rt
of room . ..

Color plays a more important sales role in the Questions asked
which call for
world of fashion. Conswner preferences change answer ot
preference.

i .
I
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be "in" one year, "out" the

next, and back in a decade.

Colors change

less than their names , a�d much time and
money is spent in inventing new and appealing
.

.

'

descriptions like autumn haze, spicy melon
misty more, etc.
tape

and

Why don't you turn oft the

refer to· the catalogs again?

Turn off tape.
Refer to ma
find � colors for clothing that are particu- terial in
different part
lar appealing this year?
of room. ·
Red, stop
. '

Do you

*Colors as codes or signals play a major role
in our lives.

The red light may tell you not

to cross the street.

Questions asked
which call. for
answer of
preference.

Increasing� , certain

.

colors are being used to signify certain dangers.

The purple propeller on a yellow back

ground indicates atomic radiation , green
indicates the location of first aid equipment ,
and red, of course, indicates fire fighting
equipment .

These colors change too, as I have

noticed an increasing niimber of white fire
fighting equipment .

Almost no tool in the hands of the scientist
is more versatile or more important than
color.

By bending, retracting, reflecting., .

•

I

''· =-��·.
. i

.:
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dif'tracting , polarizing, and generally making
the . wave lengths of' light behave in different
ways , the scientist is able to perform tests
which would otherwise be impossible .

For

instance , scientists can measure the depth
and density or a great mB.1'\Y transparent
I

.

materials

by� anal,yzing

the colors reflected - -- .
··

�
__

trom then.
.
Color also permits chemists to anaiyze the
composition or various substances •

.

When

minerals are heated to high temperatures they

give off' characteristic color patterns .
..

With

the aid of a spectroscope , these colors
can
.
.

'

•'

.

be measured and the mineral identified .

Much

... ot our knowledge or the universe is also the
result or spectrographic examination or the
stars.
·
Colors at the invisible ends of the spectrum
also play important roles in science .

Infra-

red, at ·o�e end, not o� eases stiff muscles ,
Flourescent
minerals

but has many scientific uses.*
Ultraviolet at the other . end is responsible fo
some or ..the moat spectac.ular color displays
known to man.

. I

When ultra violet light strikes

•

I
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·

·

atoms of cer�ain minerals , electrical reactio
star:t which make the· previous� colorless
minerals emit light .
flourescence·•

This is known as

You may have seen a display

Possible :l.niti
ation to vi�it
or such minerals at the Burpee Natural History
a place ot :
learrig
in other.
Museum in Rockford.
than the school.
·

Ultraviolet light
, sometimes referred to as
.
·., . .
.

.

black light because it can't ·be seen, is the ·
basis of much trick photography.

.

If an object

is painted with flourescent paint , it will be

'

. visible in �traviolet light .
'

painted will be invisible .
.

.

Objects . not

On the counter

'

you will find some flourescent markers.

Turn off the
tape and e�
gage in an
experi.inental
activit7• .

You

might want to turn the tape off and do some
'·

. experimental drawings with them to .see how
they look under the black light .

.

known as the laser.

Wave lengths of certain

colors are amplified and stimulated to pro
, duce a beam .of li�t capable of performing

decade ago. i Using only a beam of color, it

will

.

.:.- :

It is

tasks beyon� the wildest dreams of o� a

., ,

. ...

The most important scientific use of color
is j.ust now emerging from the lab.

.

..
.

soon b� possible to cut through steel or
.'

•

•

..

.
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operate on a� cancer deep in the brain .

You
A chance to re
late to another
c oriunon form ot

may . have seen the imaginary use of the laser
in some movies, James Bond , for example.

In

mass media.

'

i

the world: of corrununications , lasers open

channels for: the future capable of carrying
thousands of times the number of messages now
possible with radio and television lines .
I

It might be helpful and interesting for you,
at this point , to complete the questions conearning tape 1 on pages
.-

5-7

of your packet.

Then, why don't you begin considering the
general questi9ns on pages

7

and 8.

.some of

the ideas you come up with while answering
these questions.. . might be veey helpful
class work.

i
! .

. . · ·:. ·'
. ,

. I

. -··�

.

.:...

.•

. --�--

i..

in

your

·

Answer questions
tor own b�ef'it.
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signal to advSJ'.lc e slide"'"""·----

There are many ways in which the subject of
We have considered

col9r can be presented .

many or the uses of color past, present ,
future.

and

This tape will be concerned with the

basic facts of color .

"·

Since this tape on color will be very factual ,
you will find it best to look and listen

rather than try to take notes and miss some
important points .

..

.

For any note taking pur-

poses, you might want to

run

..

the tape again ,

or refer to Faber Birren' s book , Creative
Color , on which much of what I
Constable
painting

is based.*

.·

am

telling you

The English painter, John Constable , regarded
painting and color as a science.
and colors for

example

scientii'ic terms .

The rainbow.

can be ana:cyzed in

Similar:cy, the colors that

artists use can be ana:cyzed.

· · ·.

We have alre�dy..

'

discussed color ' s scientific significance, but
maybe the first indication that color is
somewhat sc ientific is to be fotmd in the
precise terminology .

It is this terminology

which gives ·us the basis !or discussing and

..
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So let' s begin with

some color terms .*

Color triangle

These are terms which occur over and ov:er
again in any · d�scussion of color.

Consider

this chart called the color triangle which
shows a natural order of color· found in your
everyday experience .

.. ,

See if you can find the

logic to wher� .e.ac� term is placed.

If' not,

.

Black, white
painting

isn't more logical. then.*

,

.

why don•t · you return to this slide atter
previewing all of this tape and see ir · 1� ·

·

·

t

·
�

.

Of course· you {ll"e familiar with the neutrals
white, black, and gray which .is a mixtlire of . .
white and. black.*
··.

Tints such as pink and

light

blue are formed

by mixing the· pure colors of red and blue with
Rembrandt
painting

white.

These may be called pastels .*

Shades such as· brown and maroon are !ormed

by mixing

pure colors with black.

Tones such .as tan and beige are formed
Color terms
listed

mixing

pure 'colors with gr�.*
. ..

I ,

by
•

..
.

'

I

I

I .

.I
I
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These terms are fairly easily understood,
but .other .terms such as color, chromatic ,
achromatic, hue , value ,

chroma are not

and

so eas� understood.

j

I
I
. i
l
l

I
'

I
I

'
.i
i

!

I
I

i

i
i

•
•• 4'

·1

By color, we'll simply refer to all that you
see.

· chromatic colors
are those with the

quality or hue in them.

I know, your next

question is �hat's hue .

Well, sit tight ,

and I ' ll come to that shortly.

At this point , let ' s consider achromatic
colors .

They are the so called neutrals;

white , gray,

i

I

I

all£l

I
I·
I

1·

i
I

!

color in another way .

Hue is simply the name

'

which distinguishes one chromatic color i'rom
another, such ; as :Z.ed trom green.
..

Value 'reters to the overall lightness or

I

brightness such as a painting is dark* or

j

·

Orange

.

light . *

*Chromas refers to the relative purit� or
grayness or a color such as orange is a color .
Tan pa.inting

1
I

a

!

:Dark painting
Light painting

I

black.

· : .The terms hue, value , and chroma describe

II

.

of strong chroma* .while tan is quite weak .
Rememb er , we can obtain · tan
orange .

.

by

.. ...

adding gra:y to

..
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These are the basic terms except !or unique
names given to pure colors , tints , shades ,
and tones designated in various color charts
that are given out at paint and wallpaper
stores.
counter.

There are several such charts on the
Why don't. you turn the tape off

refer . to these charts?

and

You might be amazed

at the number of names various paint companies
give to their colors .

While you are at it,

why don't you look for colors
Color wheel

and

color com-

· binations that you like?*

Turn of! the
tape. Refer
to another
part of.t he
room.

·

You may have heard of color wheels .

While

a study of color wheels can be very boring,
.

some important points can be made .

Credit for the first color wheel is given to
Isaac Newton who developed it from his studies
of the prism.

As I mentioned before , he ol:>-

served that when a beam of light is passed
through a prism , a spectrum of ptU"e colors is
formed.

and

yiolet ends are brought together , PurJ>le

result s .
'

He also noticed that when the red

This suggested to Newton the
.

plotting of colors in a circle.

"'

..

• •'
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A color system based on pigments is the one

.

-· ------

·
·-

with. which most people including artists will
be concerned.

by

.
the Munsell color wheel or adaptations of

his system.
Red, yellow,
blue

This system is well expressed

His arrangement shows simple laws

of color mixing.�

Let's take a closer look at the. Munsel.l color
wheel.

To begin with , the color .wheel is

based on the three .Primary colors ; red,
yellow , and blue , which, when mixed together
produce
Secondaries

a

.ful.l arr:ay o� secondary and terti-

ary colors.*

.
•

.

.
Secondaries $1" e the result of mixing primaries

.

·

,

.

For example, . red and yellow

with primaries .

form orange , mixtures of yellow and blue form
.
green, and mixtures of red and blue form
purple s .

These mixings form the so-called pure colors
which make up the color wheel.

The other

colors called tones , shades, and tints are .
made from

further mixings that are based on

various scales .

·· ··

There �e four scales in

These are the gray scale , the shade scale ,

all.

·

•
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the tint scale, and the tone scale.*
The ·gray scale is formed by gradua� graded
mixtures of grey and white. This scale is
the backbone ·of all color systems for it

;

serves as the basis for the development of
Tint scale

color schemes that emphasize value.*
Tint scales are i'ormed by mixing pure colors

Shade scale

with white.* !

Tone. scale

Shade scales . are i'ormed by mixing pure colors .
with black.*

-·

..

Tone scales are i'ormed by mixing pure colors
Spring

j .
\

with gray.*
It can be seen that tints are . delicate

·. .

Autumn

and

atmospheric in quality like that of spring#'
Shades are deep

and

rich like the colors of

!winter

autumn,*

sunvner

of winter.* Vivid colors are like those of

Scales listed

sununer.*

l

·

and

ton�s are like the muted colors

These are the basic scales. It is by means
of these scales that every nuance of color,
color combinations, and c·olor sequences is
.. ··. ·
formed. · ·

..

.
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In essence, we can create high and low values
of colors by: adding white plus a touch of hue
to get higher values, and by adding black plus
a touch or hue to get lower values. These two ·
principles are shown in this enlarged color
triangle. Why don't you take a break and

,

back
. ''I Refer
to previous
saw at the beginning of the tap�? Maybe it
. material.

refer back to that first color triangle you

will already seem more logical.
Too much s�ress should not be placed on the

I

I
1y in respect to color mixing and color harrnoJ. . .

scientific organization· or icollr. It' s the broad

·

principles that are · more important , particular-+
In

other words, there are other factors which

enter into this business or color such as your
intuition, sensitivity, color preference and .

Red, yellow,
blue
While red, yellow, and blue are enough to
form a color wheel, they are hardly ever

enough to satisfy every color desire. More
hues are needed.

In

respect to specific hues ,

the following facts about color
be help.i'ul.

mixing

might

..

i
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A warm red and a warm yellow will result in .
A bright blue

an intense series of oranges.

and

a cool yellow

will

form a vivid aeries of

yellow-greens and greens .

and

A purplish red

an ultramarine blue will form rich violets.*

Color wheel

Secondary hues such orange, yellow-orange ,

and

yellow-green, green blue-green,

violet

are formed by combining hues that are adjacent
on

I

the color wheel.

To create soft colors , combine secondaries

---

� !

. ,.

.
rather than primaries which results in hues

I

called tertiary hues.

mix
.,,

and

Orange

and

violet

and green

mix

will mix

to a soft blue .

..

Green

to form a so:ft red of low ·chroma.
violet will

�

Orange

to a dull yellow.

Combinations of complements , or colors
oppo�ite

on

the color wheel

so:ft colors.
red.

will

A touch of green

Blue will so:ften orange.

soften yellow.

will

so.rt.en

Violet will

Converse'.cy, red will soften

green, orange will so:ften blue ,

will

also create

so:ften violet .

and

yellow -·-- ··-

Here are a few additional notes on colors
Brown can be formed in

a

·

number of'· w�s

•
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including mixing orange plus black , orange
plus blue , and yellow plus red and blue .
Neutral grays

may

be 1'ormed in the same

manner

I

Don ' t forget . tl'!at anytime

you wish, turn ott .

the tape and experiment with color mixing
Invited to
experiment
when desired.

using the paints that are available on the

·

counter.

Now let ' s move on to what we' 11 call color
harmonies .

Color harmonies are primari:cy color

Color harmonies , .combinations derived from the color wheel.*
listed
I
In all , there are four basic types of color

harmonies; ana:J..agous , complementary , balanced,

and

1

These harmonies are governed

dominant .

by certain ovez-all principles as related to
·

the color wheel itself,

and

to the mechanics

I of color harmonies in general.
1

·1

I

·'

These me-

;

.

chanics are sometimes called the elements of
harmoey .

Concerning the basic rules of color arrangement , I cannot eptphasize the .following enough.
Rules and laws should not be taken

��

erious

Creative work is not • mattex-ot-faet process,
.
'

'

,

.

I

•

•

. .,.:::.::::z.;. .:.
I
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even though order can be found in beauty.
Col� systems. are by no means infallable.
"

.

Individual reactions to color play an important
role in creating color harmonies.

As an exampl ,

color combinations in which one of rey preferred colors· is dominant will genera� satiaf:y me.
Keeping what I've just said in mind, the first
of the four basic color harmonies can be considered, ana:lagous harmonies.

Befo�e talking

specifically about that , and the other color
harmonies , a few more remarks are in order •
.·

Laws of harmony should never be followed to
the letter.

Always try to 'follow broad

principles rather than strict rules .

'

.

.

'

You

might consider these facts about color harmorzyin general:

All pure colors will harmonize

with black.

Tints of all kinds

with white.

Shades of all kinds

with black.

Tones of all kinds

with gray.
Color wheel

will

harmonize

will

harmonize

will

harmoniz

*Analagous harmonies are formed by taking the.. �
hue next to the one that .has been selected on

•
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These are called adjacents .

.

.. .

·· -· ·-·�
·

..

. . ..

...J ..a.,;...----...-- . . ••

For example ,' the adjacents 9! yellow are
yellow-orange and yellow-green.
There is a lit� le more to analagous harmonies
that just using adjacents.

For example, the

warm and cool areas ot the color wheel need
to be considered.

As you already know, there

is a psychological preference for either warm
or cool colors and color harmonies

•

When the

colors are warm, the mood is inclined to be
Cool arc

active; passive when they are cool.*

.!
Warm arc

I
l

Thus ,

if a quiet restful mood is desired, adjacents

�

I

I
I

•.

in the cool s ·ctor or the color wheel should - .
·

,
I -

be selected .*
.

For an exciting, active mood,

adjacents in the warm sector should be used.

I

Color wheel

*To gain attention, adjacent combinations

l
!

!

based on such colors as red, yellow, and blue
should be used.

mediates such as orange-violet and yellow- ·

I
I

I
1

I

For more eleganc e , inter-

.

green may be used.

Analagous harmonies may also be ba�ed on
tints, shades,

.

'

and

tones •

..
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If you experiment with analagous color harmonies , you will find that the contrast is
relatively weak .
Complementary
harmonies

For stronger contrast,

complementary schemes work best .*
Complementary harmonies produce attention

Complementary
harmonies

getting results.*

Such harmonies are formed

by combining ' opposites on the color wheel such
as yellow and violet , red and green, and. blue

and

Complementary
harmonies
Red,.flower ,
green foliage

orange .**

A sound guide to creating complements can be
- 1
I

.

·

·found in nature such as blue or violet wild
flowers have orange or yell<>W centers .

Blue,

·on butterf'liea._�·9J1,d birds is often complemented .
with spots of orange ,
green foliage.

and

red flowers with

:J:f you refer to your packet ,

.
you will find a few more basic facts about
.

Referred to
other
material.

complement s .

Color wheel

*In balanced harmonies , the en!-ire color wheel
is used, that is, color combinations formed

by the color triangle such as red, yellow,
Balanced
harmonies

and blue , or orange , green,

and

violet �*

Similar combinations are to be found in nature
Spring presents balanced harmonies ,of tints
while summer displays balanced harmonies
of pure hues.

Similar� fall presents
·

'

,.

- ·-

·

..

·

.
·.......

I
,
I

I

.

CORRESPONDING
SUDE
'----

i
I
'
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I

displays qul.1. grayish tones.

1
I

I
I
I

In world.ng with balanced harmonies, here are

I

some principle& you might keep · in mind .

Ii

Pure and warmer colors are best confined to
feature par:ts or a painting.

I

l

.

I

Cool colors are

Painting of
1
best confinetj. to backgrounds.*
. · dominant harmo�
.

I

!

I

:!

!

The last system to think about is dominant
color harmonies.

In this system one hue is

emphasized and made to influence all the other

Painting or
colors.*
dominant harmoey

Dominant harmonies have great ap�l.

I since the emph�sized hue may be one of the

Rembrandt
painting

I
.. .

I

. '

I

I
;.

.

observeI's preferred colors.*

.

i
i

Good examples

' 1 or dominant harmonies may be found in maey
II

or the old �ster,' s paintings , as indicated
Sunset

by the mellow quality in their work.*

In

nature color '. dominance is . seen in beautiful
sunset s .

Fina�, it should be noted that dominant
harmonies are not entire� based on color
schemes but on the color effects that are
relevant to thoughts and. ideas; in ·:other

,.

words colors that are necessary for the artist
.

•
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Thus , color dominance

pro�ab� all0\'1s. the artist the greatest tree-

dom.

These are some. ot the basic facts of color.
They should help you to better understand and
enjoy colo� ·-

It should be interesting for you
.

I
1

to refer to the questions concerning this tape•
They can be f"ound in your packet on pages

14·

II

10.

I

,

Answer questions
for own
benefit •

.
•

...

..

··• ••

I

•
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The following questionnaire was given to the traditional group
I

Both groups were given the same opening

at the close of the color unit .
·

questionnaire as found in the color packet .
Do you plan to . take other art courses?
If other courses were conducted in this manner, would the
above answer be influenced? If so, how?
Have you felt successful iii this unit of study?
Compared to other units of study in this course, have you
enjoyed color more , . or �ess?

·

·

Compared to other units of study in this course, have you telt
more , �r less successful in your study of color?
Compared to other units of study, will your study or color be
more, or less useful to you in the future?
Have you felt a desire to work on your own dW:ing this unit?
..

Do you like a class such as this in which most everything
you do affects your grade?
Do you feel you received ample personal attention. from the
instructor during the unit on color?
Did you look forward to coming to class during the unit on
color?
·

Did you look forward to ·coming' to open lab during the unit
on color?
·

·

·

Were the forty-minute classes (not the tests) enjoyable during
the unit on color?
�-

. ·
.. : ..-

· -

Were the forty-minute classes helpful in respect to your class
assignments during the unit on color?
Do you feel that you were shown enough examples ( pictures ,
slides, movies) to help you understand and apprec�te color?
Did you make serious suggestions throughout the unit on color
concerning improving the class?
How maey open mods ..per week did you spend in the art department
during the unit on col�r?
Were 7ou able to spend as many open mods in the art department
as you felt you needed duri:ng _the unit on color?

..

.

I
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Which forty-minut e class did you find the most interesting
during the unit on color?
Which forty-minut e class did you find the most helpful in
respect to your class assignments during the unit on e·olor?
Do you prefer gaining basic information in small groups as
opposed to large-group sessions?
Did you make a serious attempt to complete all the required
work during the unit on . color?
Which class assignment was the moat enjoyable to you during
the unit on color?
Which class assignment do you feel you learned tha most f'rom
during the unit on color?

-·

._

.

Would you like other units of basic design to be presented
i n the same manner as the unit on color?
Compared to other units of study in this course, do you feel
you have learned more, or less from the unit on color?
Did anything in the classroom influence your use of color
during the unit on color?
.

.

Did you discuss color with other members of the class during
the unit on color?
.
.

Compared to other units of study in this course, do you feel
that color ·has allowed you to express yourself more, or less?
Do you reel that the unit on color has given you an opportunity
to become an active part in determining what you learn?
Would you like to have other courses in the school conducted
like the unit on color?
Do you feel you had an opportunity to take part in evaluating
your own progress during the unit on color?
Do you like taking part . in evaluating your own progres s , or
would you prefer that the teacher (without consulting with
you) assigned a grade? :Why?
Please make added comments . tor improvement ot the class.
•

.

.". �·

I
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THE PAC�ET Tu J.:'l'S B'.ES':I� ADVA'1TAGE
1
l

A'l' A TlJ"'£

:'.'OU W1L):. SE SUR'PlCf.SED p,rr HC:W

IT oHO(JLD GO QU'.i'l"E �MOOTHLY ..

TRY 'J.'0 WORv: AT YOUR owt:J

PR�P.AP
..E YOCJ PO'f� BvrH.

THEY ARE 'X'O i.�lAL'UATE YOl.7.

RE�Jf:MBE'f?. Tff�S

PRCCRESS �

l S '}�flE

:ii.'. WTL!., EXPEC11� TO S�:BAK W:t!"l'H 'EACH CNZ

:sNLY WAY YOO i�Ni:

f HAVE 11'0 £vA.t.UA·l"E YO{I'.;?
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_ _____
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ART
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-

�-
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_
_
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_ __
__
_

_
_ __

HAVE YOU FE.LT succ�ss�
....u1. tN Arn· BEFORE?

______

DO Y.nU '.€$JOY f� CHOOL?

__
· ---- ---

PO YOU PL.�N TO \;O TO COLLf�GE?

________

DO YOU r'EEL AN ART COURSE w:r.LY.. BB .H.CLPl?UL TO YOU 1N TH.£ Fu�URE?

__ __ .

no YOU Lt.KE FI1EXIBLB MOOU)'...,t\R SCHEDUL.tN�:;2__,

_
_
_

SCBEt>ur:rNG?-----

'l'HE CL.AB� ?

·

-

·
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·
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TO ACQUA.!1Wi' YOO w.t.�rH THR � crJ'RCE Ci! COL.CR A�I) 1r.HB r·HYS
PROPERTl'F.S OF COLOR ..

Bo

TO ACQl'JA l !'l'T YOU WtTH W\'l'UR.U: r S USE OF COLOR

G.

TO ACQUAlN'i' YOO W1'TM THE S .lGN:!FlCANCE OF <.!OLOR �f;.� '£V2f.:YDAY

SJ?'EC�(FtC OBJECTIVES
A.

YOU WiLL B'.E ABLE 'l.' 0 BRl'EFI;Y DI'SCUSS MAN ° S '.€i�RI.Y Aim !>P.E:;E.'Fr

C,

YOU W tLL BE ABLE TO Ll'.ST H OMF.: a'J...
'<" Tim SCIJ}�Cl'!S OF :'.:Oi (ffi ..

.Tl ,

YOU t-.L\Y.,L BE ABI.2 TO D'!SCUSS COLOR W!'1.'H RBFERENCg 'J�O ;:T�

E�

YOU W'.LLL B!; ABLE T O o·rscus s YOUR O"t1N PKRSONA.L 1..
�o �on
PRBFERENCES .

i! .

Y OO w:cu.. Be Ai?\LE T O DJ:scn�s THE SC'(.BNTI.F'.·:C $'.!t:>N:.C,.. !:c.A\'lCE O!"

UB:t.! OF COI,OR ..

..

PSYCH":)I,oo:t:C.AL l.
'MPOOTANCEw

C:O,t..OR ..

•,
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_
_
_
_
_
_
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ARE ':ffiERE COLORS ':(»M'? w;� CANNor SEE?
WHAT rl!AY 8£ AB!.F. TO SE!S COLOR� '1.'HAT ARE :mv'.f:SlBLE TO US?
... --..--.... �--

.
.
.
_______________...._ , -

-·--·-·
..

-----· ___.. _ _.
.._..._ _

WHY DO YOU Sf.JPPOSR ,_.�.'
!' KUCH DO..; FOOD l�O TOYS FOR 1>00& .iY'lt! BRfGl?J.'_\>
COLORf�D7
.

_
..,.._._
____
___ ___________ ....

..-.--,·--·--------�--�

...

-·.·-··-�-

------�--·--·--------------·--- ----------

f.1<»1 DO

P'.iGKENTS l>ETERMl!.fE TilE C OL()Rf> THlV? W£ SEE?
.......

.
------- ..,--·---·-_
··-·-"'_"'__'"'
_
_
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-
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_
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WHAT J!,, RE SOME BXAMPLES
S'!'EPFmNS ON COfil?T9£?

°" AND�L CAMOUF'l'..AGE THAT WE H:.:.:;a·r.i F.'J:ND :ur:
...

._
_
__

..____________ ___________

-

-

.....

·--·-

no YOU FP;?PEN iro I(l.10(,q UG"J ·!'ifB UN�f.TED ST.l:\TES US"lsD COl.OR Ci).t'10UFJ:,�4\GB Ol11"
Till!? !J\S•r TWO W()RL.U WAl:'tf
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..... ...
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·
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WBAT ZS CHARACTERISTIC OP A POl.NTILLrSTES USE OF COLOR?

WHAT EFFECT MXGJfr WARM COLORS HAVE Cfi YOO?

WBA'l' EFFECT MJ'.GB'r COO!. Cot.ORS HAVE

-Wiil'!'

ON YOO?

---·- -·-·· ;·.� ·
-""
---------------·,

,,

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_,..._.__...........
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_____

... ...

MIGH'l' DE'l'ERMD1B A JlaNUFACTURE:R : S CHOICB CR COLORS?

------���---- --------�---��-

---·-· -··

..;*""" """"'"'

------- ---- .....#4,,..._
..

liHA.T KiGH'1' DETZRMINB A BC6P1TAL ' S CHOICE OF COLORS ?

wert'P MIGHT DETBRM'llm T"BB COLORS CH�EN FOO AN OFFICE?
...

_
_
_
_
__ ..., _
______ _
..

_

. ..,,_

-------��----��� ·-���---

WHAT COLORS ARE " .m• POR CLOI'Hl'NG THXS Y!'AR?
-------

_______

... . ..
,..
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ _____.._ __. ....,,

ARE 1l'HER'E ANY COLORS THAT A RB DEFINr?BLY " OOT " ?

_______.�---·.. .,

Raf i.'\RE COLORS USBD AS Ca>ES OR Sl'GNALB?

-------·-. --....-.-·..-.-

-- -·--·------ ----·-·-·-.... --..
.

..-.....- ...

WBACJ� ARB SOME SCIENTIFIC USES OF COLOR?

------- · -�·--

WlfAT ts PROBABLY TBE BDBS'l' AND MOST IMPQRTANT SCIE1'"TlFl)� USE a.' C G!:_
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Si�?.AL QOE���-

WHl:Cn COLORS DO YOU DISLII<E?

PREFER?

Wlll?

------ ·-----

.....�.. ......

---·-·

----���--�--����- -----------

WW.i:CH COLORS DO YOU 'l'Bl'.NK BEST EXt>RESS THE FOLLOY7l'NG :
Cl'RCUS_
_
_
_

FlDELI'l'Y_
_
_

DISEASE_
_
_

.MYSTERY�----�-

DB.:\'l'R
-

1G90 ' s----

_

PONEAAL-----

HOPE.

__
--�
�
�

PEACE_
_
_
_

PURITY_
_
_
_
SEX
.._
_
_
_
_

_
WAR__

_

WotJU> YOU USE SINGLE COL�S� C0!-1TRAST!NG COLORS, A PARTICULAR COLOR
SCHEr�� OR S OME COMB!NATJC»l Fell THE FOLLOWING?
Wlfi'?
POSTER

N:IGBT CLUB

imCRBA� RO<lt

RECORD ALBUM

HOSPITAL

WARD

SCHOQL �OOM

DmntG ROOM

:>AIRY BAR

MIU<E 1\ Ll:ST OF AT LEAST· BIGHT COLOR CHOICES TBA'l' YOU MAUE 'l:OOAY ..
______ ________.._
�-.
..

----- �-------·�- -------�--· ��----�--- --���-

---·--·

--------�--�- ---�----�·-- ---�·..--- -----·

SELEC-1' COLORS FROM TB'B COLOR CHART THAT YOU WOULD l'REPER l'.N TERMS CF
DESCRIBE THE REASONS FOR YOUR SElJ5C�:J:rr.�

VARIOUS ROOMS POR YOUR BOUSE .

--�� ---.�----����--�---�- ---···---

--------· ----.-- ..... �....-

--·--�---------· ------- -..--·-�-

--�- ---�---�-----� ·�--�--�--��---- -----------

BRIE11':t.Y DISCUSS THE ROLE CO.LOR PLAY::> !N YOUR DA1.I1Y :tin?E .

------- ---.....

----

----�--- -���-----��� ·��----�---�-�� � ----·
------·---- �---- -......
...

Wil!CH COLORS '.00 YOU LIRE BEST?

Ll'.I<B LEAST?

--�--�-----��--�--_,..-------------� ·----- --------�--���- ----- ---�-
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----·-----

surr OF CLorHES------

RECREATION ROO
M..____
__
_
__
__

LXVnlG ROOM ROG._
_
_
_
_
_
TILE FOR

BATHROOM
..____

_

LAWN MOKER-------

GARDBB HCSB.._
__
__
__
__
_
__
__
C�T-------

llO?ORCYCLB-------

no YOO 'i'HDJ( THERE ARE !>ZPZNXTE

SRIEFLY DISCUSS,,

ACCORJ>IBGLY.

LUGGAGE

BEDROOM------- ----·__
HOUSE....
�
_...
..
__
__
__
__
--'PLASTIC DISHES
_
_
_
_
_

PlCliIC JUG------

SP•llft(LING CAN------�--El9CYCLOPBDIA Bl'NDING
HAT
-------PLONB
�
..,_
R P--01' -_
_
_

MASCULllm AND PEMJNDIE CCLORS?

--------�--��-- -----

LIST SEVERAL COLOR COMBllrATIOi.iS WHl:CB APPEAL TO YOU.
--�------�---·�- -

--------�-...---··-

PASSX�J..

MARY PEOPLE ASSOC:rA'?E RED W:tTH DANGER0 WARHI'H AND
IN t:lP!SPg('''
TO YOUR OWN COLOR RESPQRSES " LIST YOUR PARTlCULAR ASSOCii&TIOUS TO TH�:;

POLLCw:mG COLORS :
RED

BLUE�--�--PURPLE
YBLLOW��----GREBN

__
__
__
__
__
___
__
__
__

.__
BLACK

�
--

__
__
__
__
__
__

WBITB

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_

Dt TERMS OF YOUR omr RBSPONSE Alm ASSOCIATIONS q WHICH CO!:OR (S)
USUAL.LY TBDi!t OF AS BXPRESSIVB <R THE POLLCMING:
A!lGBR
_
_

_

__
�
�
BABXBS__
----RBL�GION.
__
__
_
__
_
__
__
__
_

SADNESS
�
-TRANOtr.£L
-'!TY
----�

P'ORl'TY--ROYALTY

GAlE'l'Y

00 Y.OF

..;.

-:

------

FEAR---CONPUSI<B--.�----

BOW 1'0 COLORS HELP SELL llBRCHAND:LSE?
----- ·-

- -- -

------- --..-

_._..,.

.... .
.,.._... ..

____
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GDBRAL OBJECTIVES
A.

'i'O ACQUAINT YOU WITH Tl-IE BASIC 'l'BRH!NOLG.:r
"'Y OF COLOO ..

B.

T O ACQUll llft' YOU wrra A COLOR WHEEL.

C.

TO ACQ'tmllrr YOU WITH THE FOUR COLOR SCALES .

D.

T O ACQtJADl'l' YOO wrm TBB GENZRAL RULES G�RNING COLOR MJ:�a;·:c· .

B.

T O ACQtlAlll'l' YOU WITH THE FOUR BASIC TYPES OF COLOR 9A1Q'10:7l.(!::[�. .

P.

'l'O ACQUAIN'? YOO Wl'TH COLOR TERMS AND COLOR BARMOB:m& AS
POUND DI NATURE.

G.

'l'O ACQUAllfi' YOU WITH THE �SYCHOLCGICAL EFFECT

COLOR RA.RL'lONlES .

SPBCXP:te

OF '1'HE vAR!Onr.-;

OBJBC'flVES

A.

YOO WILL BB ABI£ TO DEFDE TD BAS IC COLOR TERMS I1i YOUR
GfN WORDS.

B.

YOU WILL BB ABLB TO DRAW A C OLOR ��EL IN
OF PRIMllY Alm SECOIDARY COLORS IS ssam.

WHXCH THB

POSITlO.:�

C.

YOU WILL BE Am£ TO PREDICT TSB OUTCOME � NIXING TWO ()',� !•�Cf�.?;
•
COLORS .

D.

YOU WILL BE i\8LB '1'0 DESCRl:BE THE FORNATXON CP TF..E FOUR COLO};

SCALES .

B.

YOU WILL BB ABLE TO IDEN'.l'Xl"Y OR DESCRIBE THE FOOR W..S!C ?"�tf?'.B .
ce COLOR B.ARMCeDS .

P.

YOU WZLL BE ASL!! TO APPLY THE VARIOUS CO.LOR 'rERY!S AND COLOI�
B'ARMON:a!S Di A DESCRI'PTJ:ON G! NATURE.

G.

YOU WXLL BE ABLE T O PREDICT 'l'BE PSYCHOLOGICAL BFF·ECT OF
SPECIFIC COLOR HARMONms.
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§!AY SCALE
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WltlCH ONE OF 'J�BE FOLLOW"!NG ti'OUL.O Y-OU PROBABLY ASSOC l'.i\'l
' ·r.; i•f'Y.Tli l1..U'l.�0E;." :

'l'l'NTS ,

SHJ\DES0

TCNBS?

..

_______ __ __...__.._....
.,....
...,___�...-

... ... .

.

---------· ·- ·...---

WHAT D<ZS ONE ADD TO A COLOR TO CREATE A L<JmR VALUE

..

.

02 'i'Ht"\T COL0:8.?

------ ---- --- · - ...

WHAT ARB SOME Ol'HER PACTORS THAT DETER.�INE COLOR CHOJ:CE BES IDES
SCIE11'l'IPtC ORGAN!ZATI(Xq?
_______ _____._....�... .,.,,,

------- ------- --·--4'ir·- ·· ..

TO CREATE SOFT COLORS WOUID �iE COMB:mE PRIMARIES

OR SECONDAR'i:ES?
..

------ � - - --

·

------- --.- -

------- -------� ------ ..,._ .,,

WJaT ARE THREE WAYS lN WBICB BRCMN O"\N BE FOl'J4ED?

--------�--�-- --- .-- .
---..-·-··

IS 'l'BERE ANY COLOR THA'l' �LL t>URB
WHAT?

COLO?..S W!1...L HARMON:lZE WX"l'H?

Dt SO,
..

_______ _____ _ _

#

WHAT WJ:LL TINTS OF ALL 'KDDS HARMONXZB 1t11.'TH?

WS\\T WILL SHADES al' ALL KINDS HARMOOI?'tE WITH?
·--- - ·-

WHAT

WILL

TONES OF ALL laNDS HARMONIZE WITH?

· ·...

------

tJSDG Hm�S THA'l' ARB ADJACENT ON THE COLOR WHEEL WXLL FORM �"'HAT 'rYPE
fR COLOR BARMCBI?

--·----·---

WBEti ADJACENT COt..ClS
l
ARB WARM0
at PASSIVE?

Wl'.LL THE MOOD BB
..

____ ______ ___

lNCI,11fF.!D TO BE .:4.CT!�J !
........ . .. ..

_ . __ _ ___

,_
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Wlm"N ADJACEP.T COLOR:-> ARE CO.)L"
OR PASSIVE?

_\. j
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WILL TUE i%0W BE

ffiCL:Z.:�En TO ;)£ A<:.ti' L '-i'?

�- _...... ��-- - -...
.---.-,---------..·-----�-- -· - · �....

WHA'!' COLORS MfGm' YOU

CHOOSE

ll'OR A

QU.:tBT 0

RE6Tl'UT... MOOD?
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---""'·-�- ·--··........
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WHAT COLORS MlGH'r YOU CHOO$E FOR AN 8XCn'il!rG11 ACT:!\'E MOW?
�
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_
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_
_
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,
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�
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TO GAIN

A'l'TENT'.lON., WHAT

CBOOO:E: ?

�---�----�����--

ADJACEN'.r COLORS WOULD YOU

WHAT DOES ONE FORM WHEN A �"Jm
� COLC:R iG HIX.ED WITH �i'l'E?
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· -·· ·--...---�...--··--...._
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WHAT DOES

m� i'OR!tl \'fHEM A PURE CCLOR TS M!XED WJ:TH £.IAC.K?
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Wli\T WOULD ONE MIX Wl'TB A PURE COLOR TO FORM A SHADE SCALE?

WHAT WOOLD ONE MIX Wl"TR A PURE COLOR TO FORM A TONE SCALaE?
WHICH ONE OF THB FOLLOWJ!IJ WOULD YOU {)ROBABLY ASSOCXATE Wl."TB SP'Rl""NG :
�INTS8 SHADES0 TONES?

WHICH ONE OF THE POLLCWDG WOULD YOO PROBABLY ASSOCIATE WX'l'H Wlli'l'ER :
T!RTS0 SHADES0 TONES?
--------....--..-.
...--....
FOR A FEELING OP ELBGANCB,

WHAT ADJACEN'r COLORS WOULD YOU CHOCSF!?

WHAT TYPE OF COLOR BARKCIJY WOULD YOU

CHOOSE

POR STRONG CONTRASTS ?

BOif :tS A CCMPLEMB1l1TARY COLOR HARMONY PORMED?
W'.Bl'f ARB SOME EXAMPLES <R COMPLEME!JTARY COLORS IN

�TtmE ?

---·--

WHAT TrPE CJF COLOR Bl\!UllmY USES THE! ENTIRE COLOR CltRCLE?

WDT IS AN EXAMPLE r6 'f'llB AB0\1E COLOR BARMOBY?

.......

.-..-.�,.,

..

111 WHAT '1'YPE <.:6' COLOR HAJlMON'l IS OHE HUE EMPBASl:ZED AND MADE TO
DPLUBNCE ALL 'l'RE O'l'BER COLORS ?
------- ------- � -.� ·

.

WHAT IS AN EXAMPLE te '?HB ABOVE COLOR HARMONY IN W:1TURE ?
---·---· ------- ,.,._,..,... ·-·

.

WlaCR TYPE op· COLCR HARMONY "PROBABLY ALLOOS 'l'llE ART:tST TIIE GREA'l1EST
FREEDOM '.l'.N EXPRESSIRG BI.MSEL�??
WHY?
..

------------· -·� · ·

WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY ARD SECONDARY COLORS OF A COLOR WHEEL AND trHERt
'l'BB APPROPRj(A'l"E POSI"l'IC9 FOR EACH?
DRAW A DIAGRAM BELOW .

..

...

::_5
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ANY i«><D ASSOCJ'J'•TED WITH WA�M COLORS CAN BE C1.!·1CEL!
..ED BY 'l''fl
"€iR
OPPOSl'TBS 0

THE COOL CO'.£.ORS.

WARM COLORS SUCH AS RED Ai.im ORANGE TERD TO BE AWANC:!NG P.ND is.GGR3SS l'lf�

COOL RUES SUCH AS BL'OE A!m VXOLET 0

BEDJG PASS IVE AND R!�CE�SS lVE.1

MAICE EXCELLENT BACRJROUND HUES .

STRONG COLORS 0

GENERALLY SPEAKDJG0

RBLJ\TIVBLY SMl-\LL AREAS.

LOOK BEST WHEN CONFINED TO
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CL9$JIG QUESTl:ONA:i.
1m ARD BVALUATl'.ON OF CLASS PRESENT�'t!Q11kJ�·
COLOR PACRSTa LARGE GROtJPS, AND ACTlVfllES FOR OUR UMIT

C}tL£0LCE

DO YOU PIAN TO TAU orHBR ART COURSES ?
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
,
__.__..._.• ,.1,4_

XF CYrBBR COURSES WERE CClmUCTED 1N THIS
BB DPLUENCED ?
BC»l?

BAVB YOU PELT SUCCESSFUL Df THXS

MANNBP."

WOULO THE ABOVE AbJ�;r.{1 ' :

UNl"T OF STUDY?

COMPARED TO OTHER UNITS � STUDY IN THIS COURSE0
COLOR MORE OR LESS?

HAVE YOU ENJo<lED

··-·--·-

------ ------- ----

COMPARED TO arHER UNXTS OF STUDY XN TRIS CLASS 0

LBSS SUCCESSFUL IN YOUR STUDY OF COLOR?

HAV& YOU FELT MO.RE Ci<.
'�---- -

CCMPARBD TO OrHER tn
�rrs OF STUDY r Wl:t.iL YOUR STUDY OF COLOR BE
LESS USEFUL TO YOO IR THE FUTURE ?

.

MO-�E (Y"

--------�- --------�� ---�---

HAVE YOU PELT A DES:.t1tE TO WORJ< 00

�IJUR OWN DURlNG TH);:S UNIT?

DID YOU ENJOY uOXNG SO.MB OP THE PROJECTS EVEN THOUGH YOU I<N"�N Ta?!Y
MIGHT NO? APPBCT YOUR GRADE ?
DO YOU FEEL YOU RECP!:tVED AM?l.E PERSONAL ATTEN'l1ION FROM THB INSTR:JC1:�0� : ·.
'----·-----..

Dm YOU LOOK >?ORWARD TO COMING TO CI.ASS?
DID YOU LOOK F ORWARD TO COMr.t\'G TO OPEN LAB?
---- ·-·

· · · -------- - -----· ·

--�-..._.....::- ___ _ _ _
.., ......._ �

...

... -�
--- --

WERE YOUf: I.� :.:ixPER°.12.i.
'iiCES GEl§£il....'\.LL":l iIB!.'PE'UL lN REGPEC'.t' ·ro YOUR c·:A::· �
..

ROOM PRO.:J'EC'.:;S ?.

..
-.
�
� .....-.-..--.--- --· - .. - - - -- - ..
-----..--· - · - -

.--_.._.__
-

-·

.

·

-·

i. �;
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--------,--....-- --��

WOULD YOU Ll.'l<E

TO

---� _..,...., -·-

SEB CTBER CLASSES CONDUCTED 11� TH!S

MAL;Li!ER?

DlD YOU USE THE SUGGESTION BOX SERXCUS1...Y?
--------��--�--�--�--_,.���- -��--�--------

DO YOU FEEL GOCD ABC>Ur tiHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED ?
-------�---·---�-�-�-�.���-

Dm YOU ENJOY LEARNING ABOUT COLOR?
HOW MABY O�EN MOOS PER WBEI< nm YOU
OP COLOR?

PUR.!NG

YOUR STUDY

HOW �ANY OF

THESE

MODS

SPEND lN TKB ART DEPAR1.'£YlENT

WERB SPElrl' nT

TSE

LAB?

HOW MANY OF THESE MODS WER.'E SPENT WORK:t'NG ON A CLASS PROJECT?

\\1£RB YOU ABLE 'I:O SPBND AS MANY OPEN MOOS 111 THE ART DEPARTMENT
AS YOtJ FELT YOU NEEDED?
WHICH TA'?� nm YOU FISD 'l'llE M<.$'r XNTEREST!lfG?
-----�·-----·---- ·----· ------- ··-----

WRICH TA'PE DID YOU FIND 'l'lm Mn>T HELY:>FUL IN RBSPBCT TO YOUR CLASS

PROJECTS?

DO YOU PREFER GA;CNDlG BASIC XNFORMAT:tON TN "i:H1S WAY AS CPPOSET'J TC:
A CLASSROOM LECTURE ?

-------· -------·-- · -·

WBA'l' PARTS OF TAPE NO.,

1 DID YOO F:tt�JD

-

- ..--·-·

THE MOST Il�'l'i.::f!ESTXNG?

nm YOtJ F!.ND AMPLE TIME TO C�Lt::TE TEE COLOR PACI<E'l'?
DID YOU MAl<E A SERIOUS AT'tl!:MP.T TO COMPLETE THE COLOR PACI(F;T?
--------�· �----��---��� ·�--�-------����----��

WHICH LARGE GROUP DJ.O YOU P)!:M> THE

MOST l�TERESTXNG �C'

.....---·---------....

---- --.--.· �..-.

WBl:CH LARGE GROUP D!J) YOO Fl.'W THE MOST F'.iELPFUL � F..E5P'ECT l).?O YOtJR
CLASS

PROSBCTS ?

...__,...._,_
_ ____
.__,._C_•�--------·-

'-;ai •· ·--

a I --...,-....
,' -1.W<;o-.

....-----··"
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--- ..----·
----------·- -------�-

�Sl'CH CLASS PROJECT

WAS 'l'DE MOST EUJ'O'lAD!..E?

-------

·----.---�·----

WHICH Cl.ASS ACT IVITY DO YOU FEEL YOU LEAP'1iJED THE MOS1.r P l�OM?
-------- ---------·-----..-- --

WotJID YOU Ln<E Ol1BER UNITS

TO

BE �RESENTED :01 Taxs 1'9.NNEF.?

-------�- --------�� �-·--�

DO YOU Ph
"EL YOU LEARNED MatE OR LESS FROM
TO ttREVtOUS UN:lr.""TS OF STUDY THXS YEAR?

THIS

UNl"I' AS C0ftl!1ARED

DO YOU APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUN:rrY TO TARE ADVANTAGE OF THB COLOR
LAB AT A Tl'.ME OF YOUR CHOO& XNG?

D ID LEARNXNG PROM LIS'l'ENDIG TO THE TAPES SBEM IMPERSONAL TO YOU
AS CtMPARED TO A " LlVB" BACHER?
WHAT TlflNGS IN 'l'HB COLOR LAB BESIDES
!ltl'ERESTXNG TO YOU?

THB TAPB

WERE THE MOST

--------�· --------·--��-� � ---· �---�

PROM WHAT TKJ:NGS IN THE COLOR LAB BESIDES THE TAPE DO YOU fi!EL
YOU LEARNED 11BE M<ST?
--------�--�-�- -�----- ---�·-----�

DD> YOU Ll'.STEN TO THE 'l'APBS ALONE OR Wl'TB orHER MEMBERS O? THE
CLASS?
------ ·----- -·----

DD> YOU DXSCUSS

THE

TAPES WITH Ol'HER MEMBERS OF THE CLAS S ?

COMPARED TO OTHER UNITS THIS YEAR0 D O YOU FEEL
ALLONED YOlJ TO EXPRESS YCXJ'.RSELF MOP.E OR LBSS?

Tnt\'l,. TH:J'.S UNIT

91:.S

DO YOU FEEL THA'l' 'l'Ht.S tJNI'l' HAS GIVEN YOU A GREATER Ol'PORTUNl"l'Y TO
BBCC»IE AN AC'i'l'VE t>ART IR DE'l�RMJl:NING WHAT YOU LEARH?
HAS THE USE OP
CIP COLC.?

THB COLOR

PACl<ET HELPED YOO IN YOUR mmBRSTANDl1�G

. ' 127
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HAS THE USE 01" 'i:Iill COLOR PAC .KE'.i.' HELPE!) YOU L."V RESPECT .-.•o
�
·.:ou:�
CLASSROOM ?ROJECTS ?
.

--------·---- -----�-�----�'-

DO YOU FEEL THAT THE OPP<ETUNn'Y TO OPEPJ.\TE THE EOU'J.l?i•1EN'l' YOUl�S��·/.,
ARD AT YOUR QtlN RATE OF SPEED HAS HELPED YOO ENJml'
Al�.J BENEF :C'!'.'
.

FROM THE COLOR LAB?

WOOU> YOU LIICE TO HAVE MORE OPPOR'l'Ul�lTIES Lll<E '£lHlS ?

DO YOU FEEL
YOURSELF?

YOU

11\D AN OPPORTUNl'TY TO TARE PART :tN EVALL'AT H1G

DO YOU LXKE TAKING PART IN EVALUATING YOUR afN PROG�ESS 11
YOU PREFER THAT THE TEACHER (W:t'THOUT
Wrl'H
A GUDE?
WHY?

CONSULTING

ADnBD COMMBNT S:

31572jh

YOU)

OR WOU!1D
ASS:tGtmn

/;
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